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SILOS AND SILAGE
Some Reasons Given Why Stock
Raiser:Should Build Silos and
Provide (heap Stock Feed.
We gladly call the atnmtian
of our readers to the following
article by Judge Robert Ewing,
of Nashville, concerning the
value of silage in stock feeding,
and commending the booklet on
the subject recently published
by the Agricultural Division of
the N. C. & St. L. Ity's Tragic
Department: The booklets may
be had free. of cost by address-
ing, L P. Bellah, General Agent
Nashville, Tenn.
If the State of Tennessee is to
become -and there is every rea-
son why it should soon become
- one of the main live stock rai.
sing states in the Union, one
thing will Le abso:utely roc ssa-
ry, and that is that live stock
raisers F hall learn how to provide
themse'ves with the best and
cheapest winter food for their
stock,
The Industrial Department of
the N. C. & it. L Rye wh.ch
h d are and is doing- so much
to aid the farmers of the State,
and particularly in i clueing
them to enter mo•e• actively in.
to the raising of all kirds of
I ye stock, realizes that this is the
fact. I,. has there-ore, issued a
pamph'et entitled "Silos-Silage"
for the informatioa of stock
raisers along its lines. The
purpose ef tie? pamphlet may be
said to be three-fold: first, to
show that the preservation in
proper form for winter use of
t feed-stuff produced on the
farm is necessary to success in
stock raising; secondly, to show
how this can be done most econ-
, rnically: third that the actual
use on the farm of this preserv-e
✓ ei food in the maintenance of
cattle through the winter is the
• beat market which the farmer
can find for these products.
The price for good beef cattle
is now so high and so certain to
remain so that profit is sure to
'come if thetusiness•. of raising
cattle is conducted with any sort
of care. But why not conduct
the business in the best and
most sensible way, and get out
of it all the profit that can be
gotten? If cettle are to increase
In flesh they must be fed liber-
ally, and the main body of
their food should be raised on
the farm and preserved for la-
ter use. As soon as pasturage
ceases to be sufficient the stock
raiser has to act. If he has no
food laid by for the stock on
ones that the market may be
temporarily gorged with disap-
pointing prices resulting. But
iif this necesaity for sale is notforced on stock raisers because
I of a supply of food on hand,
!then he can wait and sell when
he chooses and when the market
best suits him. No fear then
for the butcher is sure to be
!knocking at his do-jr. He has
made himself independent. It
is patent, therefore, that stock
raisers must do two things-
provide for the raising of ma-
terial for silage sufficient for
the stock to be carried, and to
preserve this in perfect condi-
tion in a suitable constructed
silo. The silo has proven itself
to be the very thing needed for
this purpose, and every intelli-
gent farmer in the State appre-
ciates this. The only question,
iis what kind and size to build.
On those points this pamphlet
gives the fullest information
and most practical suggestions.
'What to do and what to avoid to
'insure success in construction
are clearly shown. Allustratioes
and estimates for building all
sizes and kinds are plainly giv-
en. In fact, every conceivable, question of practical use is fully-- - - --.--- ---- -'answered. No one thing more
oppotune than the preparation
and issuance of s' this very sug-
gestive Pamphlet could have
;been hit upon. I .It ean be had onIf-you have struggled in ,application, and should be care-privation - fu ly read by_every stock raiser• If you have dwelt with i i the State.
plenty and known a • Professor H. A. Morgan, of
woman's love in either Knoxville, known to every pro.
Then you'll see yourself in gressive farmer, in Tennessee.
:has time and again, in the most
, practical way, and in many dif-
ferent pients inithe State, dem-
onstrated mathematically on the
, blackboard, in sight of his hear-
ers, that the very; best market
the farmer-can possibly find. for
his grain, as well as:his grassee,
is in the increased flesh of high
grades of cattle: kept on the
farm, cattle which will com-
mand the best-price: in the mar-
kets, for there is r very great
. difference in:the profit derived
4 The Novel of a Typical ' from raising-good ore-peer cattle.
No intelligent man can readAmerican
•
The following splendid article ChicateoSept. 2 - The waron wild onions was sent out re- has notsonly raised food pricescently li'y the United States Ag- there aro only a few plants, the 
most leible method is to dig 
I
created an 
o'er night but there has been'•elricultural Department: exceptional desire forI The measures recommended thels4 ipts or clumps with a mat- homsteadland in the West.. Thefor the eradication of the wed--toeice. h'our thimblefuls of coal- farmer again has absolutely
,
.onion, or garlic pest are based tar ereoeote oil put on the plant demonstrated his independence:on the growing habits of thisl will kill the ungerminated bulbs. and while there is an apparent, plant. It ripens in June, when ' Still, the mattock method is unrest in other professions,, it has a stem 16 to 3h feet tall, I best. as one well directed. stroke which is to be ifore unwarranted,
far in excess of the benefit de-
rived in these places. Crops in
Blood river bottoms were inur.-
dated in many Sections while
creek and branch bottoms in ma-
ny sections suffered in a like
manner. Upon the whole, how- •.
ever, growing crops throughout
the cdunty have been wonder-
fully benefited and prospects to-
day are that the corn crop wilt
be/ar in excess of last year,
while tobacco is also fine and
with the acreage will prove eia
fine crop. The south bound
morning passenger train was
delayed several hours Monday
, owing to wasThouta between Ben-
ton and Paducah.hand their immediate sale is on the top of which are found' when the soil is moist and soft the farmer above all has before Would Make Good One.
necessary. This may be She clusters of the aerial bulblets, will take out the entire clump' him a season of unbounded pros- Icase with so many improvident incorrectly called seeds. The by the roots. These should be perity. Whether or not the su ' - •plant seldom produces true seeds.; carrted off where they car eve den rise in foodstuffs is arid-It multielies by forming 2 to 6 an further trouble. It is then a trary or is the natural result ofnew bulblets, which start WI good plan to fill the hole with , economic conditions, the fact-re-grow after the leaves and riteniraoillmti sprinkle , a--tittle grasemiins that people realize moredie. These bulblets consist gen- i seed on the surface: Sheep eat than ever the tiller of the soil isI erally of a large bulb with a the tops of the onions, and graz- assured of an abundant living inthin skin and smaller ones with ing for a few years is reported ;any crisis.Ia hard, brown shell. The soft as an efficent remedy for the "It seems as though we areshed bulb germinates in the .1 Pest Sheep apparently eat thelunable•to make enough farms,"
nsummer or early fall, and the 0 ion most .duringthe winter said Albert V. Leonard, Settle-
cattle statistics in the UnitedOur Next Serial state without eouting convin-
ced that for man: ewrs to come
he raising of ehaot. cattle will
surele peove profiteble if judge-
men, is shovei. 'Oennessee - is
ideally sui.ed fore,his industry,
and more should engage active-
ly in it.-Judge Robert Ewing
, for Nashville Daily.
Watch for It!
Truitt I HERBINE is the i mine
It had
.. e
meat and backbone to that cures iliousnes malaria
it-Minneapolis 
Tribune. and constipa e first dose
makes you feeler, a fewead-1
In the idyllic phaies the reader Price f.00. Sold by le &Stub-
is reminded of James Lane Allen. blefield. • .
doses CU completely.
I At a. meeting of the State
.1 
-St. Louis Post-Okpatch. 
. 1
forceful, sane, 'and convincing. ditional 
1-1 Contrasts In the quality of Board of Election Commission.
women's loves ive wonderful 
'
- 
' 
ES sitting in Fiankfort- lastg
\eeek.,` J. H. Coleman, democraecolor to Mark's cAreer and his and E. D. Hurt, republican-,final cootentment in fulfilled am- wert. ieeeietee fee Cilloway,bition, A human interest 110Vat -eotostso - Sheriff Prittereon, dem-
4 couvincingly evolved. „:„.rducago ocrat, is_ the...third-member by.
• 'reason of the office he ho4ds.Xxaminer, • - i „
hard shell bulbs do not start
! and early spring, when there orient Agent of the Reclamationgrowth until a considerable lat-Ilittlia other green vegetation, or 'Service in the Federal Buildinger date. A few start in the fall, or in poor pastures where there yesterday. "We are hurryingbut most of them remain dorm. I is Ii le to eat but the onion. On the work as rapidly as possibleant until -- the following spring, I the bette• pastures, it may be and I believe the continuance ofor even later. In as much as: neceoreary to salt the onions oc- war in Europe with the conse-the plants from the soft shelled ocas, ionally to give the sheep a
bulbs advance far enough to'i taste for them sufficient to over-
produce new bulbs before all the come their natural dislike.
hard shelled bulbs have germi-
nated, there is an overlapping
of germinations, which is the
secret of the remarkable persist- I aches, painseer soreness of the near Yellowstone Park, and on
ience of this weed. Imuscles, you Well appreciate the September 18 the government
work must be started in the fall
the 'good qualities ofeCharnberlain's
Liniment. Many Nfferers from drawing of choice land in the
To kill the will onion, wilt dispose of 12,000 acres by a
to destroy the plants from the rheumatism and sciatica have
soft shelled bulbs before they !used it with•the beet results,
produce new bulbs. The bessIt ilMeoialls valuable for lum-
time is when the new plants are bag° and lame back. For sale
12 to 15 inches high, or during by all dealers.
chamberlain's Liniment.
If YOU are ever troubled with
- --•. • - - -
Truckee-Carson project, Nevada.
"It is encouraging to note
that these tracts will be offered
under the Reehmation extension
act approved last week by theOctober and November in the Presideet whereby actual set-About Normal Crop of Corn.South and November and De- tiers are given 20 years' timei eember in the North. At this without interest to repay theProduction o f _moo.00so,o o 0stage the land should be plowed - _ . . • ivatef right loan. -Here is ane,oueis or c rfairly deep, turning under alli States this year is the forecastthe onion tops. The tops should of_th4 Statistics ,and Standardsbe completely buried by the!of the Chamber of Commerce ofplewing, and for this reason, a the United States. Its report isplow with a jointer attached to, hinted on data secured as of Au-the beam will often be a great gust 12. The outlook is -for
:
help. Discing the land previous, about a normal crop since theto plowing will also aid in bury- average for ten years is 2,690,-
NW.
ing the tops. The following' bushels. The. commit-
.
spring the field should jeLplant-!tee's reports show that condi-ed in a cultivatived crop, corm Lions are very good in some see-in check rows being best. An- i tions and very poor in others.other shallow plowing may he-- Excessive rain in the earlynecessary in the spring, but or- growing seasonand later drouthdinary• a discing or two previ- have injured the crop in Texas,ous to planting will suffice. In Oklahoma, Arkansas and Mis-cultivating the corn, the effort souri. Kentucky. Mississippi.should be to kill the onion plants Louisiana and Alabama sufferedthat :airing up and the easiest
way to do this is to cid off the
topee. Cultivatiors of the sweep
stay well, have clear co lexiontype are the best. On many of Thd first application of Sloan's
and steady nerVes. Get • 50c. •the modern cultivators, sweeps Liniment goes right to the pain-
e, bottle to-day. Money brek if '9 to 18 inches wide may be , ful part-it penetrates t
via-'4"` not 'satisfied. All Druggist*.quickly attached in Ace of the, rubbing-it stops the Rheumatic,
WILD ONIONS_
Agricultural Department Urges the
Farmers to Destroy Obnnxiogs
Weed and Tells How.
rial bulbs germinate in the ear-
ly fall, but the plants are weak
nd readily destroyed by fall-
plowing. Many farmers have
tried the method outlined here Federal Government Unable to Sup-
and have found it to be entirely ply Increased Demands Made
satisfactory. for Homestead Lands.If grass lands are quite full
of the onions, the easiest way
of disposing of them is the cul-
tivation method. In fields where
other troub)es.from severe drouth. 
the Liver ind pur
Rheumatism Pains Stopped. Use it regularly an
shovels. Some soils, of course, 'pains around the joints and gives'
relief and comfort. Dor't suf-;- • 
Four Burials in Four Days
IN From the time the farmer is a family medicine for a I paine I
At is 1 Four burials took place the
fer! Get a bottle to-cl 
..,
able to get on the land in the -hurts, , st: , past week in four consecutive
spring until the corn is laid hi% 
bruises, cuts. taCle th
:neuralgia and chest pains. Pre- 
, days siti the Peeler graveyard
he should direct, his efforts to-' vents infection. Mr. Chas. H. 
il near Dexter. The firt was a
wards preventing the onion Wentworth, California. writes:- 
child teorn to Mrs. Lite Peeler
the idea of killing the. plaints' elitism. • • ' 
!last Thursday. Friday Mrs..from niaking top growth, with'i "It did wonders for my Rheu-
that come up from the herds/ apply it.  I recommend it to' 
years 
was
pain is gone as soon asi1 1 
Peeler, the mother, aged about
laid to rest. her
) friends as the best Liniment Saturday 
resulting from child birth.shell bulbs. If this is well done,' my
of the onions will dieap-' I ever used." Guaranteed. 25c. 
Macon Schroeder, aged
pear by the end of the summer. about 30 years. wall laid to rest,at your druggist. :-- --Some of the hard shell bulbs, - -
however. may delay g•ermina-' Thweatt-Ysish.
The purpose of consolidation
• Po-Do-Lax Banishes Pimples. of schoolaHLOis Waterfield.
A RESULT OF WAR
g enny r. smith, or Ca-
diz, Commonwealth's Attorney
in the Third juicial district, and
-rope of the best known democrat-
ic leaders in the First district,
was in Louisville this week, en
route to and from Frankfort,
where he had business in the
Court of Appeals. Judge Smith
will be a candidate to succeed
himself as prosecutor, and is al-
quent prosperity of the farmer
in America will create a large
demand for good homestead
land. We have available at this
time upwards of 200 desirable
farms in the Shoshone project
opportunity seldom offered by
the government, and prospect-
ive homesteaders should blame
only themselves for failing to
investigate this exceptional
chance profitab'y to help feed
sot only the growing American
Nation but the war stricken NOON.
ready "looking after his fences.' -
He is very sanguine of democrat-
ic success in the senatorial and
congressional races this fall, and
as usual will take the stump for
the ticket Judge Smith's friends
say that he possesses every qual-
ification to make a splendid
chairman of the Democratic
State Campaign Committe in
the coming fight. - Louisville
Times.
Teachers Association Program.
countries of Europe.
-.11. •
Bad Blood, Pimples, Head-
t
thes, Biliousness, Torpid Liver,
onetipation, etc., earnie from
ndigisatien. Take/Po-Do-Lax,
the plerthent ancleatsolutely- sure_
Laxative, d. you won't suffer
from a da ered Stomach-or-
t will tone -up
the' blood,
you will
are too stony or otherwise un-
suitable for the use of sweeps.,
tion for a year or two, so that
by-fall a few plants may again • At the Maxwell house Tuesday
be in evidence. The farmer., morning at 10 o'clock Esq. W.
therefore, should be prepared T. Stilbw unitea in marriage Mr.
to follow the same plan of deep W. A. Thweatt_and Miss Ona
plowing late in the fa -pureed. York, sf Murray, Ky. They re-
ed by a carefully cnItivated crop turned to Murray on the noon
the next spring. In two years train,'--Paris Parisian.
this treatment is almost sure i.,.... mit ---
death te_all ehe wild anima:in rwn 'Oar bid son 'of. 'Beet
the TAM and the *tilt 'ran" by Ray fell fr,om the front port* at
eiltrilltd- oat with but little exvilds-troine the first of -.01C week
,tra latair and expense. l'he ae- and Austained a broken arm.
4
4Y-- •
•
•
°
.46
• .4
0
• -
•
• 
his death resulting from typhoid
fever-. and Sunday Sam Schneid-
er; aged about 70 years and the
father of Macon, was laid , to
relit in the same graveyard and
by the side of his son. Grief
over the loss of the son is as-
signed as the cause of hie-death,
• ---- • • 
Rains Visit the Coati.
Calloway has teen vieited
past week with several heavy
rainfalls, "and the damage result-
Ng In Some localities will be
.0 • .11w.
Following is the program for
the Calloway County Teachers
Association which will be held
at Cherry Saturday, Sept. 19th:
Devotional Exercises-W. S.
Wyatt.
Welcome Address -W. L.
Baucum.
Response-L. C: Trevathan.
Should the eleinents of practi-
cal agriculture be taught in the
rural_nchools, if so to what ex-
tent.-Atlanta Bynum.
The country boy and girl and
their possibilities of acquiring
an education.-R. E. Broach.
Reading--Beatrice Crisp.
_To what extent could Callo-
way county consolidate her
schools. T. R. Jones.
Purpose of teacher history:
how_ accomplish this?-J. W.
Jones.
Discuss the importance of pa- ,
ients visiting schools.
Value of teaching vocol music '
in the schools. '-Herbert Brinn.
What are the educational val-
ues in arithmetic.--S. L. Evans
and Randolph Brasker.
Discuss the present course of, •
Study. -- A. D. Butterworth.
What have we gained by the
state adoption of text books -W.
H Jones.
Reading-- George Parker.
Discussion-Superintendent..
This is the first association of
the year. All interested in edu-
cation are requested to lie pres-
ent. Teachers, come and en-
ter into this meeting with a
spirit that- will insure success
for this, as well as later meet-
Inge.- Committee.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
-I advised the 'boys' when
they enlisted in the Spanish war
to take Ohamberlain'a Colic.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
with them, -k have received
many thanks f90 e advice giv-
en," writes, .1; Houghiand.
Edon, pomp
whether-Vaseline._ or -.at home
should -be without -this great
remedy.' For sale.bi all deal-
era.
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MANY KILLED IN
VOSGES DISTRICT
BIG CARNAGE INFLICTED ON Gil.
MANS IN S DAY FIGHT—BOO
IS OF THOUSANDS FOUND.
T.HE BRITISH MARINES LAND
Kaiser's Forces Break Through Allies'
Line—Lille Abandoned by Allies
Without Firing a Gun—Ger-
Tang I 000.000 Strong
London.—Under direet teeters free.
the kaiser, Germany's main army. nee
believed to be fully a million men, has
crossed the French frontier and is ad
vancing by forced marches through
Tourcoing and Coartrat. Roubaix. It
hat, act upled 1.111e, from which the gar
rlion, after dismantling the fortifies
Hens while citizens filled the trenches
rented witheete_n_ring a gun.
Lonclon.—It is stated that British
marines have occupied Ostend to gore- CZOWS ARMY BEAT GERMANS
vent the Germans from gettiug a•flecte!
bold on the Englieli channel.
^
Sensational Advance off Prussian Fron
Paris.--The following official bulls- tier Marvel of Military Situatioi.
tin was issued by the war office: Berlin Is Objective.
'In the Vosges- district our troops re- -
stinted the offensive and drove back Parls.--Russia's sensational &draftee
the Germans, who had forced thetn tO with a mighty force, overrunning-East-
retire on the Saint.Die lilde• ern Prussia, continues to be th-Fs bcar
BRITISH WIN FIRST
BIG BATTLE ON SEA
I CRUISERS AND 2 DESTROYER:,
SUNK OFF HELIGOLAND—AN
OTHER Sk'T AFIRE.
RUSSIA TAKES ALLENSTEIN
Berlin Says Britons Were Repulsed in
West—Claim Victory at M•ubeuge.
Belgian Attacks from Nancy
and Antwerp Repulsed.
London - It is announced that
'British fleet has sunk two Gyro
cruisers and two Germ. n torpedo I.
destroyers off Heligoland. A the
German cruiser was set afire and we
left sinking
No British ships were lost In
battle, It was added, and the Britt
loss of life was not heavy.
In addition to the two torpedo bului
destroyers and three cruisers, mato
others of the German torpedo boat de
stroyere were damaged.
London.— The Russian emirate,
STEAMER IS SUNK;
ELEVEN LIVES LOST
PRINCESS VICTORIA RAMS THE
ADMIRAL SAMPSON NEAR 1111•
ATTIS—THREE DROWN.
FOG AND SMOKE THE CAUSE
Captain of Sinking Vessel Directs Rote
ow of Passengers and Perishes
With Hle Ship—Etght Mem-
bers of Crew Drown
deattlee Eleven live. were lost
when the steel passenger steaniehip
Admiral Sampson of the Patine Alaska
Navigation company was returned and
sunk by the Canadian Pacific paseen
ger steamship Princess Victoria off
Point-Nu Polets,20 miles north of Seat
tie, during a fog and thick Smoki. from
ILI— - 
_ „
- w forest fires. The Princess Victoria
ADMIRAL VON KOESTER 
brought the our% !vote to Seattle. _
Eight of the lust were 'me-others of
Grand Admiral von Koester of the 'the crew and throe were plarectigetei.
German navy I The steamship company says three
were the only passengers lost. On the
Princess Victoria the Sampetnee pur
here received adviees from St. l'eters
burg that the Russians had occepied GERMANS WIN, ALONG BORDER 
see called the roll of passeneks as
made up by him and six persone did
Allensteln, East Prussia, 65 tulles south nut respond However, the list may
of Koenigsberg, after repulsing the French Ordered to Evacuate Position, have been elm:rel
ate
Germane. who had brought up rein Already Taken—Germans Active. Th. Print-es. victoria took off Motet
forcements.
The Germans bole ar e Saint e 
. General Move Toward Paris. of those on board the Sampeon while
' vel of the military situation. Just u In Galicia, the advice said. the Rue-
an unfortlfled town. 
the vessels were still locked The
the allies were outnumbered a few elan adva
nce continued and an Alas
'in the region between the Vosges 
Print esPI Victoria did not pull loose un•
days ago In Belgium so are the Ger trian regiment ha
d been decimated. Party- The war 
office has issued
and Nancy our offensive movement A serious reverse to British arms on 
the following announcement: 
tit the Sampson was about to go down
mans outnumbered by the Ruselatte. It
has continued uninterruptedly for five 
Tile Virtorta, running IN knots an
is believed this T * the French front
ier is officially an. the key to the ithe 
The commander In-chief ., belt* In
days. The German losses have been I 
hour, hit the Sampson shaft of the
acre downfall. as the czar is moving to- nuunced In Berlin. 
_ need of all available fart ea to combat
considerable-2.500 bodies were found 
beam at about a quarter ungle. On her
ward Berlin faster than the kaleer_is After nine days of fighting t
he Ger the Germans on the 
Meuse, has or-
on a front of three kilometers bouth-„ nu,eing toward France. wither from Mans claim to have_pnt the western 
dered the progreseive evacuation of.ell 
arrival she showed a large hole in her
east of Nancy and 4.600 bodies oh a 
bow and she has been laid up for tee-
the east OF nortb. 
Hee of tee ewes te night. The Eng occupied territory.
, —
front of four kilometers in the region . 
alulhausen has again been evacuated - '
nairs The revenue cutter reale&
of Vitrimont. 
A military expert declares he has as Bah. it is asserted, were defeated at from Port Towneend. Is cruising about
"LongwY, an old fortress, the garri- 
thorny for the statement that Germans Maubeuge
, France. and the Franco. by the French.
will eventually fall hack on the Oder_ Belgian forces driven back 
toward" '''A new battle is in progress bet
eeen ill the 
vicinity of tlw accident seeking
Belgian attacks from Nancy and 
Ant-- -'''-' Matrtggs 11)1Va"lnrnt t't St"' **'s4" bodies:'( --eore of th
e Mani son directed U. Inan—son of which consisted of only one bat• river as a line of defense and give Maubeuge
werp were repulsed, it is declared.
Work and worry
make women old be-
lore their time—stop
both. Use RUB-NO-
MORE WASIIING
POWDER. It loosens
dirt instantly—saves
you—saves your
clothes. Makes them
like new again.
RUIR•NO -MORE
WASHING W/WDEA
Is • seedless dirt tee
mover for clothes.
It cleans your dishes,
sinks, toilets end
cleans and seerteise
your milk crocks Is
kills germs. it daft
nor need hot water.
RUB-NO-MORE RUB-NO-MORE
Washing Powder Corby Nocella Soap
Fire Cents—All Grocers
The Rub-No-More Co., Ft.Wayne, Ind.
Eastman Kodak Agency
• FILMS DEVELOPED FREE
Prints 2 tents to 5 cents sect. Send for catalogue
F. w. BROMBERG, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
WANTED TO EXCHANGE SEATS
Man Sitting In Draft Had Reason
for Inquiring as to Presence of
Christian Scientist.
JEWELRY AND KODAKS
which would permit the assembling of
the warships of the &nee In all quar-
ters of Geteclohe
leindon The St. Petertherg eorre
pondent of the Times says:
"Military circles are, MU, ifilnpreased
 *settee eser-- order
Lad Austrian eorerelatle and prince,
!rem horrorawnteeneletitee nueteee
reginkente anT-eiefertillig them if ti•
81511 decorat hoe" •
illinter---,--nertetid-mPtmit-41114,-"Str-
.. lie In Vestsusa tels4 received eleenS by
Ins-graph say that a battle et-three
eLisee' Iteration el Kraenik Reveler*
Poi:tittle 2e niTleetouthwestof-Lutillie
eteicei in a rognplole Auqtrtan vIclorg,
ta on, w had been ore ar e army operating against France time tc
capitulated, after holding out for more deal allies a death blow and march ;
than 24 days. More than half the Aar- on Porn,.
risen was killed or-wounded. Lieut. St. Petersburg.—The Germans in the
Col. Darche, governor of Longwy, has Elbing district.of West Prussia, neat
been nominated an officer of the Le- the Vistula river, are fleeing westward
g10/1 of Honor for 'heroic conduct In before the Russian advance.
the dkense of Longwye " Copenhagen.—Berlin newspapers iris-
ceived here admit that the German dc 
VIOLATEHAGUE PROVISION feat by the Russians in East Preemie
has been serious, but they explain
that the unfortunate position Of East
Killing Civilians by Air Bombs Pro- Pruesia, bounded- on the south -by Rus•
tested—Attacks by Zeppelins Wan soil, made retreat necessary, quite
Arouse Wrath, apart from the fact that they were at-
' tacked by a strongly superior force.
Antwerp.—The ministers of the for-; One newsp
aper sas-s tile population
ken powers at Antwerp have protest- is fleeing 
from the country and a relief
committee has therefore been formeded against :he bombardment of Ant-
werp by a Zeppelin. _A building owned at
 Berlin.
Von Maerb admits that the qemans
by an Amerltan citizen was destroyed.
are in a dangerous position, but hopes
All lights at Antwerp are out at e'
that soon they will be able to stop the
o'clock at night. Tne people of the
City are -behaving' With rerriarkable- "asian-s-dvalane-- - . --
he Cologne Gazette states that the
courage and patriotism, although life
Is becoming highly nerve•racting. Ant- 
battle in Lorraine with the French con-
sisted of 310,00.0 on either side. the
wen, is cut off from the entire country
greatest numbers yet,engasceilein the
except Matinees, Ghent. Bruges and the
-- 'with the- ottteororld Meth-rough -00-
sea coast. The only con
onunicationj_history of the world.
tend. RUSSIANS GAIN IN GALICIA
• London.—A dispatch to the Reuter
Telegram company from its Antwerp
correspondent says that another raid Several Passes South of T
arnopol Are
GRAND DUKE MICHAEL'
One, of Russia's righting generale.
on the city by a Zeapeleu airship was
attempted. Tait,' effective measures
taken by the Belgian military authori-
_lies. the correspondent continues, has
caused the German airship to retire.
FRENCH RALLY IN NORTH
Gigantic Struggle Grows to Block the
Move on Paris—Millions in Battle.
Allies Concentrate.
London.- The conflict of millions at
last appears to he in progress.
Even the sinking of the German
steamer Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse
pales beside neves of the titanic battle-
and the realization that the allies. are ,
fighting to block the road to Pleas,
with the Germans hardly farther away
the rescue of the passengers. eeThe
it basses the fate of France. Opera- Sampson dived to the_buttota. bow
thins in Alsace along the Rhine would foremost.
Capt. Moore ran to the stern andtake a
way troops on which might de-
pend victory It le ne:ceeenry tliat
hey all withdraw from Alsace tempo-
waved his hand ae lie was carried dowu
t
rarity, to assure its final deliverance, 
with his ship. 
• --
Many of the Sampson's passengers
It is a matter of hard neceesity.
were acleep atethe time-of the Heel-
West of the Meuse, as a result of
lent and were rescued only partly clad.
orders issued by the commanding
thief, the troops whit ii are to remain 
Some of the pa-seengers and crew
Jumped overboard and were picked up
on the covering line to take up tele N
defensive are massed as fancies: 
by the 'ictoria's life boats.
The French and British troops oe,
cupy a front near GO et, whi, ie lieWILL,RECOGNIZE CARRANZA
gained by herd fighting. They are
holding their adversaries and sharply
checking their aileacks. 
Ambassador Selected—President In.
than New York is from Philadelphia. East tof the: Meuse our troops have 
sists Thatarranza Has itua•
Late adviees indicate that British '
and French forces are being concenei
trated in great-numbers at Arras. 12
miles south of Lille. in France This
is regarded, as a superior strategic
point from which tu nperate agaInsta
750,000 Germans. who are said to be
advancing across the Belgian frontier.
From now on it is declared France
Intends to throw every available man
In her army into the battle line on
the northern frontier.
relief o on (Department of Doultfie On ( sp'141. 
P
tioe Well in Hand.
astmlngton. RegnitiesnJen'
Carratiza government in Mexico will
he discussed at the cabinet meeting,
when the details will probably be see-
-
Presideet Wilson Insists thal (W-
rangle has the eltuntien well in hand
and that Villa will not attempt to dia.'
turb the leieting regnee. although
many g reports of is ulti.
mat* intentions hate been reaching
\i,• ashiugton.
Paul Fuller of New York le in line
from Grand- Couronne de Nancy
appointment as ambassador to
. the other from south of Limey-Hie The tier ill"
British Cruiser High Flyer Sends Ger- engagement, with-it 
began mondny, Mexico upon Carranzaec recognition.
The ,The late John E._,Lamb of Indiana had
-man Ship to Bottom—Was Pala- ' continues at the time 
of wetenee
been practically decided upon for this
tial Steamer, sound of the cannonading le not heard position, Secretary Bryan stated. The
at Nancy, as it wakthe day before
fact that the embassedur had been se-
London.—The Kaiser Wilhelm der London.- Germ:ins in the: north ap-
following up their advantages in Ga- Grosse has been sunk off thee Waist pear to be resentIng the offensive', ac • 
leered indicates the noir approach of
ALLIES RETREAT IN NORTH 
Lida, have captured several lessees coast of Africa by the British cruiser cording to an °Metal ilitement sent 
recognition for Carranza,
south of Tarnopol. on the Sereth river. High Flyer. . .from Paris by the Reuter correspond- ' 
Five of the warships which have
Tarnopol is e0 miles to the east of 
however. been in Mexican • waters will remain'
The Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosae was eat. The statemeet wide, for a period. The question of the die-
Attack in South Combined Offinsive,,Lonlite.wg• . • ' one of the palatial steamers 
of the that the movement was !stopped by the '
position of the forces under Gen. Fun-
Movement Started—Japan to Send- ''' A division
 of Auetrian cavalry has North German 1.Idyd line. At the out Freochsarmy in cepjuni tion with the
Fleet to Adriatic e . been routed in Galicia at sepoint close. break 
of the war she was converted British. -* 
!sten at Vera Cruz will be taken up
ep thee frontier. The Russians caP into an armed cruiser, and sine,' has The Bel
gian troops, making a sur- i by
 the cabinet. i
lured two batteries of artillery and 20e1 
  e
Paris - An official statement issued been reported 'active in searehin
e for .prine sortie from Antwerp, drove the
by the war department says: . 'prisoners.
"Inethe north the' •Franco-British
lines have been moved back a short
distance.
"In a general way our effensive be-
tween Nancy and Vooget! makes head-
way. Our right, however, has been
obliged to fall hack slightly. in the re-
gion of St. IHe.
"In the north resistance eon/flues.
The enemy appears to have suffered
considerable lessee. More .than 1.500
bodies.have been founiteenea very small
space like& trenee., Scene had been
stricken as they st , in the attitude
cif, firing their rifles 
"A series of fierce' contested com-
bats has been 'going on the last three
days lb the whole region, which gen-
'rails-were to our adeantage.
"TI\vere has been no outstanding fea-
ture tnehe Was-re dtetriet. where the-
oppooing forces seemed to, he recover:
Ins after the battle ;vf the last few
days." •
Loudon - It is intimated here that
Japan's answer to tee eeetrian
Captured—Russian Advance Faces
Big Obstables.
Paris.—A dispatch from St. Peters-
burg sets forth that Russian troops,
London.—A dispatch to the Daily
sail from St. Petersburg says:
"The German defense in East Pres-
et& la base-ti on four parallel and
strongly fortified !Mel running north
and south Each is supported by nat
oral obstacles, •"` foremost three
line's are distinet groups of numerous
lakes The fourth and strongest de-
fense line is the Viatula river, extend
Mg from the Russian frontier to the
Baltic.
"The defeat of three German army
corps in NortheasternPruasia was con-
vetted into a rout by the timely ar-
rival of another army coming from
Warsaw in the rear of the enetny're
position. The: Warsaw armee whleb
was very powerful, completely turner
the Gertuarepositloe at Maeur Lakes
Ambassador For Peace.
London TJm0. foreign secretary, Si!
Edward Grey paid a tribute to Prince
regained their origioal positions cern-
mending the roadtra`vut of the great
forest of Ardennee.
To the right we esteemed the of-
fensive. driving lee k the enemy by a
vieorous_ onsjoesirl /1441. Joffre
stopped pursuit to re-estsiblieh his
front- along ,the Hue decided on Sun
day. In this' attack our troops showed
admirable- clash. The Sieth corps no-
tably Inflicted puniehment on the en-
ensy close to Virton. .
tli-Lorreilne the term arMievechave 1.
KAISER WILHELM IS SUNK gun a vtintilined  •attack' nns starting
British merchantmen. She had a ton-
nage of 14.349 'send was built in ts97.1
She was 626 feet long, with a Been: of'
66 feet.
It was on this vessel that the late
Mayor Gaynor of New York was shot
as he was about to sail for Europe.
Winston Atiencer ,rhurehtli. first
lord of the admiralty, announeeel the
I-sinking of the Kaiser Wilhelm der
Grosse in the house of commons.
JARS BLOCKADE KIAO-CHAU
Fleet Shells Small Island Outside of
Harbor—U. S. Is Neutral—State
of War" -Exists.
Wog Tau-- Vlee Admiral Cattakichi
Kato, from his flagship, the betileship
Sue.° sent a wIrelesakmessage ti Gov.
Meyer Waldeck deelaring a hiwkade
tiff the leased territory of Mao
Later the Japanese warships appeared
J outstde the harbor and shelled a small
Charles Max Lichnoweky. the former ialand off the cease which was not
ration of war will &: to dispatch a in the house- commnes, saying that I
German anthaesador to Great Britain, occupied by the 
Germs:tie.
The German governor notified Willis
,
Japanese equadron to the Adriatiel the diplomat ..had worked to the read , R. N'clt• Amer
ican consul at Klee-
for pence, hot- the real authority ate, chew thet he had 24 hou
rs to lease if
Berlin did not rest with him or thew l he so desired. Mr Pe
ck, however,
like him, s e elected to reneiln.
• French Raze Six Towns.
Switserland.--NewFt reached
h French force of Tarcoe.
ZonaCes and .Senegaieai, ',during the
flishting In I paer Alsace, entered and
almost gsatriondalan.-insinas.44-rids.aluk.
tandem, Jlegerlorf, handset.. Itrunnetatt
-It et Topeeeregisd -ertpiteeltA,e Ile r.
*--iteeeretsta Arreatent. _
l"slnsimat h. England. ThS, Holland.
Ane•rican line ate anier Potsdam. from
New..lprk, arrived tr,s,tth 00 Ger:
mane and same Atistrittu reservialLoa
Want
Chintee• villages within the territore.
The inhabitants of Delete eillages bine
beta partially compensafeol.
Austrians Evacuate.• •
•
German advanee _guard beyond Ma
BATTLE TO HOLD KIAO-CHAU
Germans Dynamite Stsuctures Before
Jape Attack—Blockade of Port
is Accomplished.
TekybeeThe Yamato in an extra
edition says that the bombardment of
Tsing Tau te- the Japanese fleet haa,
commenced. Tina message was passed
by the censor of the navy department.
eeTsing Tau.- The cipher message
from Emperor William. addressed to
the Tiling Tau garrison in which they
were called upon to defend the posi-
tion to the uttermoet, was read aloud
at roll call. It wets received stoically.
The Ciermans have dynamited an
the tall structures here which might
RUN-OFF FOR GOVERNOR
Three of Five Candid. I Eliminated
In Michlgan—Osbot:t lurvivais
e Ordeal,
Detroit—Three of the flee candi-
dates for the republican ti
fore governor at the primaries have
bein_ eliminated on the facie of the re-
turns from nearly CM Michigan pro
reruns. Former Gov. Chase Osborn
SeelteSte Marie, and Frederick C
Martindele, secre•ary of state. were
the survivors. Osborn's niejority over
' Martindale wasesliahtly more than 2,•
000.
HEARST WILL NOT COMPETE
Editor Disclaims Desire to Become
. Senatorial Candidate — Names
Gerard as Cand,date.
..New Yore W illiem It. Deane is-
sued a statement, disclaiming any de-be of any aesfetance to an attacking
They also have destroyed the rall• fo
r the United States senatorship and 
t : Postern and no weird% ran,do Jus-tin. to become democratic candidate-'fleet in giving them sighting points.
mentioning the name of James W. tier- 
4- 11 in -telling the good this 'Cereal
road bridge at the boundary uktheir ak-did me 
I will not try to te11-11.-
leare.1 territory and--11-dre•-siezeif-tise &rd. -American ambassador to Ger- for only after
 having used it can one
be convinced of its merits:2,
Ten days' trial shows Posium's pow -
er to rebuild eliat coffee has destroy-
ed.
(‘‘‘re.Neliaik.,mileieN.gi..1 :•Ibtei•upitbigetse.ardost..iTi tibiet:oueoalidat ttloe
Thelma comes In two forms:
ojtegiurwiaraliPdos2t:rnp-a-c-tikiausgteshe well boil-
Instant Postum—ii a *olubld- pow
r. A teaspoonfulediseolvese
• in a rup of but -miter' stud.
ittat t#44tor7itteltiut traznzmult beverage- -
Instantly. 3cic and 50c tine.
wthult-fl '1,;1,,a,„Ta;37,f? Thee T"Tht:ereto.'si: aPtriosaceutp,n'ofrob:trhosklitnind: is
about the.aattnk
- --geld by 
Greeks
--
Dr henry Moskowitz, president of
the Nes York civil service commie-
Sion. tells this story-.
It happened at the state convention
of the Preen:esthete at Syracuse
. "A quiet spoken man near one of
the chairs arose dan . inquired if there
happened to be a Christian Scientist
among the assemblage
anewer to his question a lady
left he seat and' wended her way to _
' "'I'm a Christi.en Science teacher.'
the said. 'What can I do for you?' '
" If yon do not mind changing seats
with nie. I a ould appreciate it very
much,' hesitatingly replied the man.
! 'This draft Is not ver) good for my
cold'
Preferred the Next Room. ,
When threc v ear old Ward's parents
went 11‘.. for the night hie sister
underteek to hear Rs prayers. After
this had been dune Ward remained
on his knees asking questions.
Finally lie asked. "Sister. where is
God?"
"God is everywhere." she replied.
A pause. while the little boy con-
sidered this answer. Then he asked:
. "Is he in this room?"
"Why, certainly."
Ward jumped up hastily anti caught
his sister's hand.
"Let's go into -the: next room!" he
cried
The Movies,
Teacher ( meaning the, scholars to
answer about the moon and starsi—
Now, children, what is it ae, can see
In the darkness that we cannot see in
the daytime?
A very Mali voice—Please, teach-
er, the: moving pictures --St Louis
Post Dispatch.
Double Supply Needed.
"Maud ppends an awful lot of money-
for complexion powder."
"Naturally; the two-faced thing!"
Women are always ready to kiss
and make up—but they usually make
up before they ktss.
•
SISTER'S TRICK ,
But It All Came Out Right.
Many, as a suitable choke.
Ware% announced he would sup-
port Gov. Glyten for renomination.
I eking.- The plot kade Tieing _ Union Labor** WWI,London.—A dispatch to the_ Tau. tht rni-finta or Km°.
1-. -- chine ban begun t •agencrest Kraguyevata, Serv • go-
.4 r.JAres that the Austrian army Ihts ewe- ---.' British. Freneli and Reeelan vee•els
uated the Sanjak of Nov Metier.. of oar are taking part in the mierIF
merit
bureiti' l'p to Me petwevit.Mene-intly British
Faith In Armies.
Lonaon -The British We%
gave out 'the following statement: recinionts have received orefters- te, roe
Frunelaco, Cal. - Emphatic. at
firnintione and dentate of c.harges that
thifen labor has been responsible for
violence in SteTi kton recently were.
made before the federal Industrial re
lations commission 4 .4.
tem, peeesces baerettroie Of *0 6iffy---ppilvirte wilt% theaStiveneve, In the cm. - Tem Pect_Murder Char., •
-of -ovine ggVisileSS 61-4-41011511a amine* XlineAkina-nn=irlaira4---Eillaila.. -1-11n-- -Mr *otos
l ce..ttateit certain changes in the Do- icicle The -From h,
 ho'vcce c-r. are IA. charged with the murder 4
esition,,of our treinfee, warnenrepow-oce porting ceder,. to aaolst. the ilrItielr ;Hrs. Deeinis and Mies Beattie e: efelots,
left here for San .Vnti;o1o. 'rex . Inerapyteg a sirmilt litre to tneetettie floe. Theraeprobehly Will not be nt re than
man navanee, AmPPorti4 1), Frentli two of ihree regiments from evil tie'
'army on` both fleitritli." • lion '
•
•
HOW a sister played a trick that
brought rosy health to..a coffee fiendis an Interesting tale:
"I was a coffee fiend—a trembling,
nervous, physical wreck, yet clinging
to the poison that mole away my
strength. I .mocked at l'ostum and
would have none of it.
"One ley my sister substituted a
cup of piping hot ,Postum for me- morn-
ing cup of coffee but did not tell me
chat 'it was. I noticed the richness
of it and remarked that the 'coffee'
tasted fine but my sister clidezkot tell
me I seas drinking Post= for fear I
might not take any more.
"She kept the secret and kept giv-
ing me Postutu instead of coffee: until
I grew stronger, more tireless, got a
better color in my salluweeebeees and
clearness to my eyes, then she told
time of the healtherivlusee nerve-
strengthening lifesaver she had elven
me In place of my morning coffee.
'From that time I became • disciple
•
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•
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MIIIIMAT =UR, KUPAILY,
WOMEN WHO ARE
ALWAYS TIRED
May Find Help in This
Letter.
Swan Creek, Mich. "I cannot speak
too highly of your medial' s. When
thnough neglect or
overwork I get rtUl
down and my appe•
BM is poor and I
have that weak, Ian.
gun!. always tired
feeling, I get a bot-
tle of Lydia E. "ant-
hem's Vegetable
Compound, and IS
builds me up, give,
ma strength, and re.
stores me to perfect
health again. It is truly a great bless.
big to women, and I cannot speak toe
leahly of it I take pleasure in naval-
Unending It to others."-Mrs. ANNIR
CAMERoN, R. F. D., No. 1, Swan Creek,
Michigan.
Another Sufferer It4fileved.
Hebron. Me. -"Before taking your
remedies I was all run down, diecour-
aged and had female weakness. I took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound and used the Sanative Wash, and
find today that I am an entirely no*
woman, ready anti willing to do my
housework now, where before taking
your medicine it was a dread. I try to
imprese upon the minds of all ailing
women Igmeet the benefits they can
derive from your medicines." - Mrs.
CHARLES Rowe, R. F.D., No.
ebron, Maine.
If you want epectal advice
write to Lydia E. Pinkhant Med.
icino Co.. (confidential ) Lynn,
Mass. Your letter satl be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.
Tuft's Pills
onsbto th• dr frovtic to sot whatever he
*lobes. They comes, filo food to soshogoto swig
sourish the body. give arsoortim. and
DEVELOP FLESH..--""W
Dr. Tett Manuals-turas Ca New Vert.
DR. J.. D. KELLOGG"
ASTHMA
MAKE-UP OF THE
Will Represent Kentosky.
Artine this Ntenertnutt stipulated
the fullueing delegates to Hai National
Diary Shoe association, Which will
COUNTY BOARDS I.. SC Gray. Mayfield, ChiukHaat in Ulsio Rao October 23 to 31.
II Hiorryman, Lexinaton; J. U. Car.
peeler, George Cleveland.
Keene, J. W. Duncan. Jr. Nicholas'ANNOIJNCE0 eV THE
rills; E. W Lee, Cyntlilatia; I. A.
IttNTUCKY STATE COMMISSION Foureei, Kilitallitlitovni, John A Lee,
-OFFICIALS NAMILD. Ithelb)illie; it I.; amidarti, Harrods.
SERVE AT FALL REGISTRATION
Will Servasat the Registration This
November Election and
Next August.
Olpeosifil Frankfort Curramoontisoss
Frankfurt.-Members of the county
election board; were selected by the
state electiou roninassioners In execu-
tive session. The members of the
state commiesion. comprising W. la
Hager, of Owenaboro, Democrat, It. C.
Still. of Lexington, Republican, and R.
L. Green, of Frankfort, clerk of the
court of appeals, were in session near
ly isil day. The list was completed
only in time for the members of the
conitnirsion to make a dash for the
train to go home
White nothing could bo learned from
the niembers of the comminalon as to
%hat took place during the executive
session it Is understood that tiny iii..
agreements that arose ,was over the
selection of the members for the coun-
t) boards in the counties In a hilt the
local option elections will be held this
fall.
The 'county rommisaioners selected
will serve at the registrations this fall.
the November election and in the
state pratiary next August There
more significania attached to the se- conies from the hilln and the v
alley,
lection of the men alto will serve in from every fertile fie
ld and. from es-
the state primary than in the fall Plaa- erY 
Illipograril 'mature, from every
Hons. The county commissioners man. woman and child wh
o loves na-
named a ill select the °Moan for the ture and the things 
given to us
state primary There art' plenty of through lit' aorkings of t
he laws of
safeguards in the general and primaryl nature that we should 
Improve every
election laws. If the elections officers opportunity atrd m
ake old mother
are not satisfactory to the candidates earth and the things mo
ving there
they an agree on electian °Meets ao upon sietd to us the very b
est she
take thetr places. *alliolos in store.
At f:eneral Garnett has kohl!
Scientific Road Work.
That counties of the state of Ken
tricky are taking advantage of the
good roads department ...et the state
- and .hentabenefited by the assistanae
offered ba that department is evident
burg; w. w. Jubuguli; I,guv in... 4.
MelOutivIll, %atoms,: J W' Ogis•oloy.
shelbyville: It. Wood Walker, Pidut
Lick; L. C. Price, Lexington: J
Gay, Plunk; W. J. Mckinnon. Trete
ton; F. S Jamelson. A. W.
Calla Monitore'', A. C: Sallee, Kamer.
set: U. D, Wilson, Banistoan: L C.
Crabbe, Satan/awe; W. A. Col, Ver.
sallies. A W Carpenter, Moreland;
Sire. S. J. liefinitim Sholbyville; W.
!teary Hell, (Volt Ittation; Charles'
Bright, Einineuci; Thomas Middle-
fon, Eminence; Carl (Ultima Em i•
nonce; Henry M. Craik. Frankfort. J.
M. Downing, Lexington; S. A. Fowler.
Paducah, anti R. 0. Gathright, Le/-
Wigton.
that the officers of elaetions in the lo-
cal option contests must be selected
from the wets and drys. so that each
side will have equal representation.
Only One Bid.
, Only one bid and that for the la- from a letter received by R. C. Ter.
Remedy for the prompt relief of bor of 71 of t
he 6a0 reformatory con- roil, commissioner of roads, from John
Asthma and Hay Foyer. Ask Your vats for whose labor by the !logo- E. Pilant, 
road supervisor of Caldwell
druggist for It. Writs ter FREE SAMNA Montgomery Co. will expire in Jan'
NORTHROP & LYMAN CO. Ltd.. BUFFALO, N. Y. nary, was In hand when Chairman
_ Daniel E. O'Sullivan and Prison Com-
SaRE
EYES
The Capital Fair.
We should see to it that Capital Fair'
Is made a great 'access, let it stand
second to none In I he state We ere
well located, almost .in the (sewer of
this fair Bluegrass land, and are the
only ones alio can bout of the feet
that the Capital of the state In ours.
in the five years that hasty mused
WI. made an enviable reputation
for a nee fair. We rank with the very
best in this Foam and from eserv quer.
ter you hear fair going people sets look
well to sour laurels "county fairs" or
the Capital law will out rival all of
you. W hat Is the reason for air of
this? Wh) %tumid we, Of. lead in
matienaarif this kind? The answer
Pettits HELPSRED Eve I
sioners' next meeting Charles iron,
Doubtless there is an excess of law-
yers, because no one lawyer could of Fr
ankfort, chair manufactuer, of-
possibly know all the laws 
fered 75 cents the day capita for the
county. The letter reads as follows:
'We have _graded most all of fur
roads with dyr oil tractor. We put,
missioner Henry Law rence proceeded chased a 3.5od-lb grader which cost
to open the bids. No action was taken 4300. We put itson the roads to work,
_ _ _  ' and none will be until the commis- pulling it with our tractor, and I new-
er sac better work on the roads. The
To cool burns usi. Ilanford's Balsam.
Adv.
_
In Time of Domestic Stress...,;
Knicker What does your Wife do
when words fail lierl
Rocker She issuer; emergency cur-
rency.
Keep Hanford's Balsam In the sta- terms.
ble Adv. In the advertisement for the bids
on the labor of the 650 men, the cow-
Another Pestering Contributor, mission announced that the contracts
What is the beat place to get would be subject to the stipulation
planked shad'-llungry. that if the state within the life of the
On the seaboard, of course, contract should adopt a constitutional
amendment, abolishing the prison con- sic fo. the issue of additional currency
tract labor system, the contracts which may b• used to help- farmers
should at once become void. This pos- astelt. and maraet their cotton and to-
sibly prevented many bids bacco crops, according-to avert re
ceived here.
National Defense Leaguc. These notas, sccorditia to an an
Sonic patriotic and public spirited nouncement from the department. 
will
man or woman In this city is asked be accepted at .5 psi- cent of 
their
' by the National tsefense League to face value, and must be presented
head a movemant to organize a through currency associations 
proviil.
branch of the I sague here. The ed under, the aldrich-Vreeland law. 
In
league, which was founded by promi- making. thii-aunouncement 
Secretary
nent aongressman and others in Wash- Sta'Adoo dealer ta re Is 
adequate
ington, D. C., in 1:13, has just launch- 'power under e hstin - I: a to 
issue
ed a nation-wide campaign for branch enough currency through 
national
organizations In 'very section of the banks to meet any reasonable demana
country. To wdri for a larger navy, and reiterated his statement 
that it
an adequate army, the improvement of is, "not necessary to extetid 
tha note
the National Guard, and for all things issuing privilege to state 
banks.
grader, including all expenses, is run
at a cost of $7 per day. It will do as
much work in a given time as three
Wft know of no liniment that equals
Hanford's Balsam in its healing prop:
ernes. Adv.
Sentimentally Broke.
"It seerns to me that Fred doesn't
pay you the compiimenta he used to"
"No; he's suspended payment "
RUB-MY-TISM
Will cure your Rheumatism and all
kinds of aches and pains -Neuralgia.
Cramps. Colic, Sprains, Brutus, Cuts,
Old Sores, Burns. etc. Antleeptle
Anodyne. Price 25c.-Adv.
Knew the Men.
-Why has she never married?'
"She doesn't like to stay alone
nights "-Houston Pot
Insured Against Lou.
No one ever doubts the curative
powers of Hanford's Balsam after
once using it for external ailments on
-man or beast. Countleso unsolicited
testirhonials from users of this Nadia
able remedy show what it has done
for them, and the manufacturer's guar-
antee Insures your satisfaction or the
return of your money. Adv.
--Oregon has a wife's compensation
bill, calling Jor compensation by sa-
loon kesasars where husbands die from
alcoholism
Cures Old Sores, Other Remedies Won't Ctr&
woret rases, no a elbow long st•nding,
oington, exactly expresses the wort of
the organization.
labor of 75 able bodied men, and made
a conditional bid for the labor of in- six-horse teams. We have six graders
firm inmates, based on their earning in our county. In 1912 the roads here.
capacity at the. rate, per day as the tinder thc old system. cost $16.5100.
able bodied men. The Hoge-Mont. Last year I put them in splendid con-
gomery ('o. made no bid for this la- aition for 17.400. thus saving the couns
bor. The same company has under ty $9,100 In one year. This year 1 sill
contract 401 convicts, which contracts get the roads ail gradod and in good
expire in January with options to re- shape, well crowned and drained tot
new them for four years on the same $7,600.
Notes Will -43e Accepted.
Notes with a maturity of not bongo?
than four months, secured by wara.
house receipts for cotton or tobacco,
will be accepted by the treasury de.
partment from national banks as a ba-
that will better prepare the United
States for war, the league was organ-
ized, in the house of representatives
office building in Washington, Feb-
ruary 2r 1913.
Since sthensalssa league has accom-
"'listed miush for the purposes for which voluntarily surrendered 
him to
which it was started.-'Work for Peace.! the officers of the other? 
Thar is the
but Be Prepared for the motto question Peter Simpson 
has raised
of the league, %hash is a paraphrase with Acting Gov. McDermott, 
who has
of a famous maxim of George Wash- before him the requisition of 
the govs.
ernor of Tent-ass:as for 'he extradition
of Simpson as a fugitive from justice
Pete said he would be in Tennessee
now if the goaernor of Tennessee had
Frankfort Elks are planning to in not honored a requisition for him 
from
augurate the tiallal fall revival season Kentucky. Stmseion is in Wayne 
coun-
of lodge activities by initiating a bla Ty, where he recently wa
s acquitted
class. The members expect to intro- on a charge of bigamy, after 
having
duce about 50 initiates into the mpg- been brought back from 
Tosinessee to
teries of the brotherhood about °eta answer to the charge. N
ow the sa-
ber 13. and crown the eient with an thorities'of Tenmasce 
want.him or
Plan For Big Class.
•re cured by the wonderful, old reliable Dr. extraordinary social SeS111011.
Porter's Antiseptfc Healing Oil. It refleietill
Palo and Heals at the ewe time. 23c. 34k NAL
•
Steps are sometimes taken for a di-
vorce at public balls
•
:The werld awes every man an opi
portuity to earn ari• honest living.
•
-Whessever You heed • °seers' Took
• Take tlrove's
_ The Oft Standard' Grove's Tistatim „
chill Tonic ts equally- ib&blitt &-
General Tonic because itacotaains the
well karma tonic properties of QUININE,
and IKON It acts on the Liver. Drives
out Malaria. Enriches the Plood and '
.
Builds up the Whole Sagem. 50 cents
sa
Will Fight Changes.
Can a man who has been sent back
aaainst his will from one state to an-
other by extradition, be considered a
fugitive from justice from the state
the same charge.
=
Glass Plant to Start. Will Safeguard Market.
The plant or the old Frankfor: Commissioner of Agricultufe J. AV.
Modes Glass Worts, clooed down for Newman has returned from 
the Con.
the last several years. will be rehahlli fisrence in Washington to 
cansitier the
tated according to plans no* antler: acceptance of tobanco 
warehouse re-
way for financing it. and will be con celpta as collateral in the 
issuance of
verted into an up-to-date modernly einergenassaurrenay.- Mr. Neysman 
said
eatappea bottle manufacturing plant. that while the Federal 
Reserve Board
probably the only one in Kettucky. did not reach a conclusion 
.as. Mahe
The-latest appliances for making hot , methods which .woula be 
worked out,
wkb klikC h • dutAt..swas- vIjilAIRRAItt_.!;_aftkr_ttitee4V.
egreat deal of the band Tabor, aTirlififiraffrerthavtt
ivrovene omen went* og
nInstalled if the project Is oosume, sufficient to fully safeguar
d the mar
mated. When nailing at full capacity set, espeataliyain the 
dark belt. anal
400 people are employed. , the foreign 
buyers could.agair. faaSeaa
_
Tires at
Before-War Prices
Goodyear Prices
It is Folly Today to Pay More
30i 3 Plain Tread . . 911.70
30:3 4 " " 15.75
3414 14 61 24.35
38 x 4'. 4 4 • 4 • • 35.00
3715 4 • 41.95
There exists now a new, compelling
reason for buying Goodyear tires. It re-
sults from War conditions.
These leading tires built of extra-fine
rubber, in the same way as always—are
selling today at June prices.
You will find today a very wide difference
between most tire prices and Goodyear..
Due to Quick Action
Early in ,Anicust---when war began the
world's ritldwr markets seemed 1:1011441 to us.
Rubber praseis (ambled almost over night.
Men could see no way to pay for rubber
abroad, and no way to bring it tit. We, like
others---fn that Nine- were 'forma to higher
privets. But we have sinee gone Iraek to prices
we charged before the war, and this is how
we did it :
We had men in London and Singapore when
the war broke out. The larger Join of the
world's rubber 'supply comes through there.
We cabled them to buy up the pick of the rub-
ber. They bought-- lief, ire the advance-1,51)p,-
0(4) poutide of Hie fitioset rubber there. •
-Rearly all this is no* on the way to us.
And it meting antetivally all of the extra-graile
rubber idataitiableabrouil.
Today we have our own Men in rolatahn,
Singapore and Para. 'chose are the world'a
chief Mollrees of ribber. So we are artily well
assitral of a constant supply, and our pick of
the best that's produced.
We we're ar,t in the ground. We were quick-
est in act :on. As a result, we Aral! soon have in
aurae an almost record supply of trilo is
grads of rubber.
And ee,paid about June privets.
Now Inferior Grades Coat Double
boui the only crude rubber available now
for many tn:kers Is Inferior, lu ordinary times,
the boat tire makers refulto it. Much of it
been rejected. Hut that -off rubber" now sells
for much more than we paid for the beet.
Th. results are those:
Tiro prices in general art. far in advance of
tlooit)ears. And many tire ruakant., abort of
supplies, will be forced to use ilecoad-grade
rubber.
Be Careful Now
In wu pledge you the *Arne grade
tire as always. And that grade won for lass!.
years the top place in Tirodom -the largest sale
Ins the wurid.
And, for the time being, our prices are the
same as before the war. We shall try to keep
them there.
We accept no extsfasive orders, but ob-aileri
will be kept supplied. And we charge them,
until further nottce, only ante-bellum prices.
That means that Goodyear, - th. best
tires built are selling way below other tires.
ANNON.ONIO
No-Rim-Cut_Thes
With All-Wealisse Treads de Imo&
AIRSHIPS AND
SUBMARINES
WASPS OF WAR
Both Are Getting Their First
Real Test in This Con-
flict in Europe.
MY FIGHT ONE ANOTHER
Each Invention .Now IS Prepared to
Pull the Other's Sting, but Their
Actual Value Is Vet to
Be Demonstrated.
submarine, which was a dream in
1865, is owned by the navy of the
smallest power. It Is true that single
submarines are not expected to ac-
complish much In a real struggle, so
the larger navies of the great powers
have fleets of submarines. The aero-
plane and the dirigible balloon are to
be found In the possession of all arm-
ies in Europe today, yet they, too, are
only expected to be of real service
I whefi Grey are possessed in large num-
bers.
The airships and the submarines are
the wasps of modern warfare. Like
the little Insect, while they have a
powerful sting, they are very •ulner-
able, and may be easily crushed and
rendered powerless. r
Aeroplane and Wireless.
In the recent smaller wars, aero-
planes have been usedlf's • ex-
tent, and this use has been so much
limited that their real eMciency is ex-
pected to be finally. determined by
the present war.
It is much the same with the wire-
less telegraph. While it was used in
the Russo-Japanese war of ten years
Every modern war has been fought ago, the apparatus was still rudimen-
with new weapons, amid for the -last tary, and the installations too few,
century there have been- countless 1u- while the range of the apparatus was
ventions for thellicarrying on of aar.;,too limited to show the areatest efti-
fare in a particularly destructive man- clency. In the intervening decade, how-
ner, with the philanthropic Intent that ever, great advance has. bean made in
war was fast becoming so horrible and wireless. It is nos possible and,,
torribiS .hta it must soon pass away I deed, is a custom ever,,' day, to send
from the face of the earth says the
Philadelphia Pane Ledger.
hut it happened that as soon as a
particularly horrible contrivance was
invented and Introduced into armies ship put over the groat sending 'M-
end navies inventors immediately Gone on this side of the Atlantic by
busied themselves by offsetting and the United States authortlies.
discounting Its probable effect. Cana. Wireless has also been successfully
sequently war not only has not passed 'attached to aeroplanes,
away, but We still have it with us. The submarine was in existence in
Thus it Is that each big war, after be- 1904, but it was a very different sea
Ina heralded as the world's last con- wasp to that which England, France
flagration, is found upon examination and Germany are using today. Yet its
to be false, and the end of war Is not real value is yet to be determined, and
yet arrived, it is expected that this dgmonstration
Trying Out inventions. will come during the present conflict.
In-the present %RI. Itl Europe there Rapid Increase of (iubmarines.
are being tried wider the conditions of At the time of the Spanish-American
war there were only floe submarines
In ail the navies cal the world.
The latest edition of Bravaes's Naval
actual hostilities many Improvements
and inventions that previously have
been tried only under laboratory con-
ditions. Their real worth will only be Annual tog this year gives the number
discovered at the close of the conflict, of submarines In the various navies.
No army or nava engaged in the and shows what interest is being
present conflict in Europe but what is taken in the wasp of the sea. (Treat
possessed of nearly all of the modern Britain has 76 built, and is building-20-
improvemeets made since • Haat The more; Germany, who only began build-asa •
and receive messages from a distance
of more than 5.000 miles. This, then,
is a new and important facto, in naval
operations, as wax seen by the censor-
WASTE LAND MADE FERTHS
Remarkable Results Have Foliowe.
Exosaimfnts Only Recently
Undertaken in Egypt.
• — '
As an indication of ,the ultimate-out
POMP In it* great delta of Egypt.
atherg saasleNT _litlisit-trwasbTi
-T5n4- &want Olive)o/meat, 'Urinal ffit
end of 191: about SOO acreeof absolute
Is- *ate land at Mala were taken In
hand The land was so heavily 1m
oreguated with salt that for age. noth
ing a few years ago, already has 27,
70 anti is building 12 more; Franco has
70 and is building 23 additional lances;
Russia has 25, and ts building Is;
while the United States has 29, and is
building 21; Austria has 18, and bas
four under construction, whilo Italy
owns It and is building two. Yet the
submarine is still an unknown quan-
tity in warfare.
Submarine In War.
Many of the early submarines are
small and probably of little efficiency,
and France has numerous types about
which little is known by the outside
world. The German submarines are
said to be built along the Holland
lines, while the Ratasian submarines
are said to follow one or more of the
French types
Tap submarine, from a &mantic
viewpoint, should be a greatifactor in
deckling a nasal engagement, but the
fact remains that up to tne present
time it has done nothing to prove its
value. It was believed that the moral
effect of the submarine would be al
most as important as its physical ef
fed t upon an enemy's warship, but
this belief has not been justified up to
the present moment_
There were notions that there would
be terrific fights under the seas by
subtaanne meeting submarino and de-
stroying each other. But it has been
found that when submerged the sub-
marine is as blind as 'the traditional
bat. Its crew cannot see any object
under water, and is compelled to re--
sort to the use of the periscope, which
emerges unostentatiously above the
water, in order to see its own course.
It is known that the periscope is
the eye of the submarine, and natural.
ly attention has been paid to the bes:
way of destroying this vttal part of
their boats.
The designers of the submarine did
not count uponatebeing seen. It was
believed that it would go upon as way,
dealing death without observation, al.
though its periscope does make a
slight wake on tale water, and when
submerged there are telltale bubbles.
But it has been disoovered that from
leertaln height an observer may trace
the course of a submerged submarine
with as great accuracy as if it was
running on the surface The dirigible
balloon and -the aeroplane now can
(erret out the spatting submarine, and
they both are supposed to be armed to
the warship that moves like s
fish.
'ng had grown on it. A scientific aye-
of irrigation and drainage was laid
at, under direction of Lord liitch-
aer, at a cost of $)0-ani acre, and tt
sas then handed over to the fellabeen
ii ftve-acre plots' for aultivarion Last
ear the land was washed, and a crop
if rice was growp, gain& a sattafac-
'ytahl After the rice trap.
- walltsaalatribuilea •1111ta nuienoilid. and
the percentage was considerably re-
duced, To' the great astonishment of
the fellaheen cultivators, a permanent
result had been agibleveck in one year,
which under the ordinary stem pro
vallifig in tlip country would hart
taken Ore err four years to accorn
plish Cotton is now, therefore, beins '•J
satisfactorily grown on a fair propor
lion of this area. 'and it Is expected
that It will bring from $75 to $100
acre: -
Counting op
"Are the running expenses of all
autosmobile very MAY"
"Not if the motorcycle cop falls 111
get your numbet.-
•
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with envy (and ugliness ) Why
not attend a few of these high
falutin' functions, Bud. You'd -
make a beautiful background
for a green mittin'. Or what do
you say to this: (Set a few 
do,..en cold bottles, some limburger
flavored with why, a few or.
ions and a nickel's worth of
Pittsburg stogies and hie your.
self away to some sequestered district is now complete.
Spot on the beautiful moss coy- They have demonstrated the
ered banks of the chissic ceiees success of King's split-log drag
river, that winds itself around as a road grader by grading
your moss covered town as some parts of their play-ground
winds the gaudily and gauzily that were badly in need of grad.
draped snake charmer around a ing. They have literally con-
bunch of rubes, and there find verted their play-ground from a
'lace and comfort and cure for wilderness to a very presentablee'
this envy that has *mailed eou. school ground.
• . The woek consisted in cutting"Iambi Are High," reads a and trimming trees, piling andheadline in the Elkton Times, burning brush raking and burn.but we don't suppose it has any
to ary's. :adiz Be- ing the leaves and grading the
cord.
.....neeece M s.
ground with a split-log drag
The Ledger entereains the made from a tree cut on the
most profound sympathy --for grounds. • - -
• Editors Henry and John -law-4 After corniiletink this they
renee of the Cadiz". Reeord, hot set about to take a eurvey of the
- they persist in •a weekly eis. district. Upon the completion
pay of arrant .ignorance thrt,ofethat they invited their par.
demands some attention at ents in and we secured the ful-
_the hands of their friends A.stimates of value-from them.
throughout the state. The idea Our fist patron's day brought
of Mary having lambs! Howev. us twenty-three visitort •inter-
er, Henry being a very modest, Wed 'visitors too. 
,andlikewise a very old bachelor, The result of eurvey is as fe:7
may by excused if he is the lows: „
father of the above riquiblet.1 No. of horses in district 41, But John, the younger, has been value per h(ad $75: mules 4e,a benedict for low these many, per head $$0: cattle 54, per headyears and has several little evi• hog_ 176. per head $5.00:dences chasing about his prem. chickens 2.04m), per head 22-2 Sc:ises as proof to warrant this acres of land 1,4i, per acrestatement, and we're bettin' $24 40: acres of corn 468, esti-that he never saw tiairy a lamb mated at 2 P 10 barrels per acre:'that was Owned by Mark. They'. acres of tobacco 30; -bushels ofre calves, you durn fools, and wheat made 7.117: dogs 35.some o' them ceme blooniiii. The following estimates. ofhigh, too, miles walked by school is found
by adding the distance one childWe feel sorry for the mithne- walks on to another, eto.ry business in Trigg county now.The wemetr have organized fer No. of miles walked per Oa;-equal righte with us mer. y school le. per evek, 2411: per 
- -body in fine 
%sant 4leeds. norcheerful. Price 50e. • y
vigorous con ition. Price 5"c. typewriter, see te
cry three years. of -course our The above estimates of valutni)gle 
Stubt
good ladies will have to do like- 'youngsters awl in a short while!I Sold by Dale & Stubblefield.are the averages obtained from Marshall County News. !nas them looking fat and fine. t; rove. Ky.
plies to ether briches."-Cadiz the in, iviclual eetimates of theRecord. 'patrons.
fin' Monday afternoon together cu;tivation. new nro,
We are having a school at el Circuit and Rev. S. .C. Rudd, of mules which took the first Join Lawrence wrote that.'
'Shady. Come patrons, friends of the West Murray Circuit,' are premium of elm. In the show with the contents of the house. i•rge toliaetip Lam.
jugs: I acre', ginm
u els; north AI C
in high MA
•
•
 lion0ose.1
THE MURRAY LEDGER Scholl building has been com-Ipieted and this week a force of
hands are at work cleaning the
building preparatory to the eon-- 0. J. JENN N Enrron. 
vening of the legion' next Mom._
day. The heating plant Is mod,"•-elalotodi et the potioilloo Wormy, Kentucky, tor tranonitootoo liar:weigh ern in every respect and will• the mans 604000ml class mutter. - . prove a source of much patienc-
e tion to pupils and teachers, whi't'
the InstullatIon of sewerage is
uric of the meat needed improe-
monis that could be made.At all these WI tied lety Treat Children's - The enuin auditorjatm has beendinner& itsualle held about ten
changed considernbly.Colds Externally teachers' rostrum has been
eeeloek in the evenieg, the colcr
scheme should always be green
'changed to the west side of the
aps•••••••-••••••-•--
Tilt*It.IttfAY, sEirrieAtitrit 1911
tbron ....bout. in 1,r(ler that it
would harmonize with all tliose viteen room and two recitation roomswho attend such affairs. Ben-
h
'Nap I) lint'''(*mop ••41 piu.„ q,,n id added on the north side of theton Tribune Democrat. 
Nit^ 14 111.1111.41 elartnoilY ../er 4.6 room. Ender the new arrange.Our • friend Ctors is green ismer, eel dee, h• h.nly heat !(I'.'ment the seating capacity ht-not
nine the impaired, but on the contrary a
"P r eerir, he large number of seats were plac.e o t 
net epee. wet 'ed in the room since the changehe,q and insipt•
1,e•• ulcks,r than in arrangement than was pussi-
es. can eel teety ble before.
safety on the Annelleet
-215e, thio. and 11.00. 
The board of trustees are lookn.Ia -
Croup and ing forward to the largest at-
IsmenagaliSAINE tendance within the history of
 the school and every arrange-
ment possible has been made
looking toward a successful and
pleasant school year.
" -Notice.
_
Notre's, s hereby give
J. D. Ho on. the
assignee o teee
Company, hay
August, 1914,
way County
me from sal
me and my
bility the
ton, A
trust
unities fro
under. J. D.
that I,
ersigned
Cooper &
the 22 day of
d the Cello-
discharge
d release
all lia-
Hous-
srnee of Beech, ()per
& Co. 7V' p.
• Notice to the public.
I have severed my connectien
with the firm of W. T. Sledd
Co., and a accounts a not, s
made before June 12 ', 1911,
must be settle et on .. After
reaeonab!n ti fr m date of
th_l_teinotice all.thoe unpaid will
be placed in the of an of-
ficer for cellecti
So please cal n W. . Sledd
& Co., at a early date and
make settlement.
-Very truly yours,
Tas II. Miller.
- -When have an aehey,
14,1144.111 wet long ant tv .44
C 
oigdhloil..4.4o1r,,
1.anae•H”..
at ponnages fro.
catarrh, aeon to
Irnt pneumonia,
internal
with pert
child. At .1
TAX BOOKS ARE NOW READY"
•
Since the Legislature provided us with a new
method of making tax receipts and thereby delaying
the commencement of this years' collection, we earn-
estly request that each and everyone avail himself of
an early opportunity to pay the 1914 tax.
Also, no tax books will be in the hands of depu-
ties except on days and dates named below.- The law
provides that we furnish no duplicate receipts, so we
are forced to handle the books in this manner.
GIVE ATTENTION TO THE TIME AND PLACE THAT SUIT YOUR CON-
ENIENCE AND MEET US AND GET YOUR RECEIPTS.
WE WILL BE AT PLACES TIMES I BELOW
Concord, Dexter and Lynn Grove, on Sat.,
Brandons Mill, Browns Grove and Hazel, on Sa
Hico; Backusburg and Almo, on Tues., Sept , an
Newberg, Kirksey and Crossland, on Mo ept. 14,
Pottertown, Coldwater and New Provi nce, on Sat., Se
Patterson's Store, Harris Grove an opeland's Store, on
1 Pine Bluff, on Sat., Sept., 14, ap/Mon., Oct., 5.
, and Wed. September 16.
ept. 5, and Sat., Sept. 19.
Sat., Sept. 26.
d Mon., Sept. 21.
12, and Sat., Oct. 3.
u., Sept. 10.
Remember, that the books for all districts will be in the
on dates namcd above. Arrange to meet us at the place that is
you and gct your receipt before tht last Jay (before penalty time)
not handle so many receipts in a day as heretofore.
  Yours Very Respectfully, 
office except
convenient to
as we can-
" W. A. PATTERSON Sheriff Calloway C
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Mules of Joe Bridges Win Prizes. ab.
P rker & Perdue
d Winter Turf
Yellow complexion, pi, that he ever has. For several
. years he has been taking preen-
face or hocly cm be go
and dis guring blernishe
iums at the- fair wiih his team
. of mules, although he has a elif-
torpid.
by doct ing the, liv
ifeeent pair every year. He gets'
ful- liver cur RBIN;the muleS to a per;ect etate Of 1
the system, sti(beauty that bringe ebeut a Fal.e. I2n6 es we only get oneiiat in ev. term 5.70). ;and then beys another ere 'r off . legal w.irk done. all
Rye and Winter fur CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.- ,
wise. The same ratio also ap- -
At the Graves county fair last
week Mr. Bridges entered a pair near Bethel, was destroyed by
Henrjr: being a bachelor, has
never been compelled to surren-
• (ter his britches to any-other na-
tion on the face of the earth.
Different with John. he's quite
satisfactorily married.
and all to see us again. .1. H.
Fitch, teacher.
_
Just a few reasons- _Why we
weuld like to be a fighting man -
and assigned to the Russian ate'
my. Just now this army ise'as-,
sailing Limburger, while Bud- 1
weiser is very near arid thence to
Frankfurter aril onto Cologne:-
Think weefould eat a little of
the first, drink a little of the
neet,___consume a few of the
next.--and then fool our wife
with the laet.
`',,fasteleasn te eat lees foot," ,
rune a loeolliee in a recent met- I
yoritan re ws paper. Eat leg.4
! infete al blatherskite.
reet cr123-whea our, hide i
11-6W a'e thin a; the Walls of a
-.vase's nest. You go ter thund-
er. As Loon as paw-paw,s, and
persiremen-eari• rfpe we expect
to Stuff our nines. rat to its :full-
-est c.apaAty.
- .
5haely Hell School.
. •
Th4 'leuPile of Slea•dv Hill
school wein to-announce thru9sh
that- their .eeiark
eeleanitig titi their play-ground
and Of talcieg a -survey of the
priee,r g 
• ,011;ce:Far fcr elate. . The Bleks) River Sunday Seined Murray M "C will pay •
One ee ecre fa:. at the ;unc-
tion of-the Mey el and Kirke
sey roa: ..V0 and. one half
miles from ay. Would sell
part or all, to Suit pur-
Chaser. ason selling • is
that I a going to lave for a
new loiation the first". of the
year.-Di'. U. G. Galletnore.S68._ ...-
School Will Convene Monday.
• 1:iai-vtist church here to day.. P the geleats 'ii her 'father, Mr.Quite adelegation came in on 
, the earning traini from Cello- : c
wr.q county. The rain is ere- i • . . a', venting- people,' from the sur-ls ThehaPpines.set troth, Fect I i'"i'l• V. 
roundinfeenuntrY, attending tee, • ehecked 'Keene tes ueetiev•eter•n..1. is -hi.'ittle
It is a duty of Iiiist .1 nr it l to 54. e Bitters.
i • • • 14 t - i . 
St
e:our .droggist.is expected to-morrow' proVided 1.-I i
e teeth whether he carried insurance,
sure sign on his household goods or not. ,
for these
liver leads to chronic". B. HOLJSE
c stipation, -
HYSI IAN
OP,ATH
' aniel Feliese. Camber.
d 'Phone N 102.
-
ATTUNE
• • . the ie-e"g --week.
e'titin 1.1:TIA' n ..
a. aeh "off- ' .1
' day. A very Idrge attendance ' (levee's,. 
to
 neglect, III* 0 11 11,114E1.. ," . goad, reme
Ilk.eerrael.
. , . 
Burdock ille„s '
that she vets the pa 
'P"ice 
1,„.• 1,00. 
• ' .*.l . • -* • Generan
timid In Scott•n I. ill. .1, As hick.11.: WA 
. 
. - .
III drue or Return iit tan ti.iii.rr 4
conducting a revival meeting at
Mt. Hermon church this week.
Mrs. Lee Potts went to Mute
ray Wednesday to see her bus-
band, who is in the hospital went to Mr. Bridges. The mules were at work in the tobaccoThe Texas Wonder cures kid- • had strong competition, and it field some distance away at thethere. .
A TEXAS WONDER.
ney and bladder troubles, dis-
solves gravel, cures .diabetis,
weak and lame backs, rheuma-
tism, and ell irreeni.arities of the
kidneys and 'eladder in both ,men
and women. Uegulates bladder
troubles in child. If not sold
by your druggist. Will be sent by
mail on receiPt of 0.4)". One
small bottle is two montleie'lreat-
meat, and seldom fails to p
a cure. Send for Kentuc
testimonials. ID!. E. W. Hall,
eee6 Olive Strteee St. LouEe,
Sold 'ley druggists. --
eet
took some dandy animals to win. time. The house was the prop-Mrs. J. D. Peterson and little --Mayfield Messenger. erty of kr. Ryan, of this. place,sun, Master J. D.Jr.. re e
guests of friends and relatives
in Hazel this week.
--e - • who recently bought the farm.--.0f,eour child is pale and sick- The. building was insured butly, pas at the nose, starts in the' Ledger could not learnsleep and grinds •A Downs and wife left Mon-I t4
wietWhilesieeping, it isday for Hardin, where they
of Worms. \ renresideein the future. They oper-
parasites weated the 'hotel here for quite a ll
;WHITE'S Cwhile and Were quite plipular
With C,Lir people. . I t
the wermeH. D. Maddee-and family re-
,
Rev. S. C. Evans, of Oak Lev.
streicny ing an you are(lull
tired and discouraged 
. . 
.
.
g
, of appr cling malari r chills.
You ehou act iie to ward
off an attac 1IF BINE offers
you the helit need. - It de-
stroys the mal I germ, drives
out all imp and - Makes
you feel b orous 'and
J. S. Bridges, of Farmington, See Thomas,
was in the city Tuesday. He is for Seed Rye
a great admirer of good mules Oats.
, and that is about the only kind
wherucencense •covied •
i colt. sm... Imo, rub tien.,tion. bight worclo 1.4
1,, (*at') trcuit ac:c.o.,,oany c•kro. No
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• Ctit.Vitt.sion is in session 'at 'the $1 00 per buslie r good wheat. ,
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. Miss Grace have be n 
I
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Mrs. S. J. t'ergusen a n d
the weatter is- favorable.--nBeft- •
teedrribtinetiem. ocrat,
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ring for the best single mile
Mr. Bridges also captured the
first prize of $10. lh the sweep-
stakes the second prize of $5
'Pulfen. cif Farnlinglon; dwing
ust
pies
ridthotf Rent ens for
which is 
41is a power-
The residence of Frank Overby.
The tre.is supposed to have or-
iginated from a nearby smoke-
house in which fruit was being
dried. Members of the family
tue.k1
State and
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- poor, young an   an
_ -- It was one of the most delight-colored, enlist for service in--
sememsverreszeepeeecesevaasesaimmwewmetreeeee=se ful events ever k iv en In the Kentucky's conflict against
county and the time fro literacy. Kentucky Illiteracym .
TOBACCO WORMS
• A safe and rehab! tobacco ,e'oren destroyer has
been discovered that de roys all plant insects: Cab-
nage worms, potato bug catetpillars, etc., , without
danger to human or injur to, ants.
LARK'S PY
Mrs. J. M. Pickens is the We ha a big st
guest of releatives in Jackson, ware an Glan
Tenn., this week. m14t get- of
are making
Don't think will break our that we may
school book rtlV even for you.-- goods. Corn
Dale & Stubbl Id. S. D;uguld & Son.
newer" row. 1" Wallace Newport and family,
'cods and the of Peducah, fermer residents of
n and see. E. Murray, were in the city this
week the guests of relatives.
1 bushels of Mr. Newport le in the black-
head, ParPle smith business in Paducah.
at $1.25 per
endon. 8274p Don't fail to see the "Gold
Dust Twins," Friday evening,
September 4, at the opera house,
given for the benefit of the mon-
ument fund. This number aione
is worth the price of admission.
Eggs are at Cherry.
We are goi ctly by our
contract in hanIig the- book
businese, and ho
become offended.
'Afield.
no one 'will
ale & Stub--
Lee Curd retu ed Wednesday
afternoon to Bagtrop,.La., after
spending the- past ten days in
the county the guest of his par-
ents, L.A. Curd and wife.
Miss Jennie Poyner, who has
been the guest of Mrs. Chas,
Barton and other relatives fos
several weeks, left this week
for her home-in Martin, Tenn.
It will take .3
change books
don't think you
ed on before
of Queens.
are that we
eir way. We
prices right so
ye this line of
and see us.- E.
•
or 4 days to ex-
for Murray, so
n all be wait-
oon. Dale &
Stubblefield. family, of Bardwell, formerly of and when given the keys toori.
erring,
ay- mu
of her be
emits, 11.r.4,
fund.
l'orce of this firm. 'for Wentworth &
I
The people of Murray will "el ; Ray 's l'racti
ex. ,have an opportunity Friday iv- for Wentwo
ePt._4, to he Complete; Harvey
, I prog Gramma-le-a% for
ii 'clas-
by some
t. Reserved
eflt monument
Wyatt Alexander, of the Cher-
ry section, was operated upon
at the Murray Surgical Hospi-
tal the latter part of the past
week for appendicitis. His
condition at present insures a
prompt recovery._ _-
John M. Meloan has gone to
Nashville, where he' 'Will be con-
nected with the headquarters of
Thos. G. Rye, candidate for
governor. When Mr. Rye be-
gins a tour of the state Mr. Me-
loan will accompany him as pub-
licity man.
Catchy choruses and musical
sketches, trombone and cornet
solos, voice and pia selections,
cake , cone• by the band,
and the m artett, at the
opera house evening Sep-
tember 4. I for
Tom Williams received infor-
mation the first of the week
from Tulsa, Ok., announcing the
serious illness of Judge L. C.
I,inn, formerly of this. city. He
is ill of typhoid fever and his
condition is alarming.
We have 500 pieces of, 'China-
ware that we are going to give
away to our friends. /You get a
ticket With every s& and when
you trade $5.00 rth you get
one -of these h utiful pieces
free.-Thornas, arker & Perdue.
Virgil Bryan and family hive
returned to Murray to- take,
charge of the New Murray ho-
tel. Mr. Geo. Blanks and fai-
ly will go to his farm near Hunt-i
ingdon, Tenn., for the next see-
Mr. M. E. Dilday has accept-rex. for Blodgett'. 4th; McGuf-
ed a position with Ryan & Sons, fey's 6th, ex, for Elson's Book 1;
Co., dry goods store. He is a MeGarey's 6th, ex. for Elson's
very popular citizen ard has, Book 2; Blaisdell'. Brittish Au-
many friends and will prove a , thors, ex. for peon's Boots 4;
popular acquisition to the selling Heys Elementary' rithmetiy ex-.
mith Elemen-
al Artiltmetic,
h & Smith,
s Elementary
veryday En-
glish, 1; Harvey's *de.
ex. for Eves:011y English,
2:Primary istary ex. for
Channing's t I essdps in U4
S. History; Iiirecic Advhneed 11.
S. History, "x. for Dickipn's U.
S. Historyassentials of 'Health,
ex, for clulick'm ,Good Health;
Willis Ele. Physiology, ax for
Body and Defences: Nat. ',Prim-
ary Geography, ex. for Tom Mc-
Murray's Book 1; Nat. Complete
Geography, ex. for Torn Mc-
Murray's Book se Peterman's
Civil Government, ex for Fore-
man's Civil Government.
Call for Volunteers.
While European countries are
calling for volunteers in a con-
flict of war, Kentucky is calling
for volunteers in a conflict of
peace, a conflict which, if event-
ually and successfully waged,
will insure to the people of this
great Commonwealth a new era
of peace, happiness and pros-
perity. Kentucky has one blight
and blot upon her record at this
time, and that is the high - per-
centage of illiteracy among her
adult population. 208,084 of her
men and women cannot read or
write, and are thus deprived of
the privileges- of citizenship and
prevented from epjaying the
richest blessings of life. These
men and women are mostly_ na-
tive whites. Many of them are
people of superior intellect and
some of them, at least, are am-
bitious. However much they
hunger for an education, the day,
school -can offer them no oppor-
tunity. It must accommodate
idle children. The state is de-eral months. A Mr. Bryant, de prived of the -service of these
Mrs. J. D. Brown, of Beyds-
ville, and Mrs. Thos. Ryles, of
Nashville, have been the guests
of IV. W. McEleatli and family
the past- week.
%V. %V. Stubblefield returned
the past week to Bloomington.
Texas, near where he has farm-
ing interests. He will remain
until after ' the crops on his
place are harvested.
While at work cm the M. D.
Holton residence last Saturday
Mr. Rufe Langston fell from
the secoad story. to the lower
floor sustaining a broken arm
and other quite serious injuries.
-Messrs. J. D. Sexton, Tom
Morris and Clete Farmer have
recently purchased new automo-
biles. Mr. Sexton, a Studebak-
er; Mr. Morris, a Buick, and Mr.
Farmer, a Ford runabout. Mes-
srs. Hardin Morris, Edgar Pur-
dom and D. W. Morris have also
ordered Buicks and the machines
will be received by these gentle-
men within the nett few weeks.
POWDER
is sold by leading gro-
three for a dollar.
e than paris green.
e acre. If you
•• .
LARK C MIC-AL--COH-A11.1 Alfrklf;
Stat-by Pareetrost atlas/Apt of Price. ' •-
For Sale is, Marray -by ROBEKT:ON & FARMER, Grocers.
does the work satisfacto
eers in '35 ceht pound
PYRO - POWDER eoe
It spreads well.
cannot find it at
y a
)ackage
more acre
e pne pound to
ur grocer's. call o
't •
Sardis, Tenn., was here last. unfortunate men and women,
week and agreed _to purchase and the school is deprived of
Mr. Blanks' lease on the proper- 1their intellectual co-operation.
ty but this week notified Mr. Three weeks' instruction in
Blanks that he could not come. moonlight schools would enalile
Mr, H. G. Wadlington and them to read and write, at least,
Cadie rrived in Murra this knowledge they will proceed t,
,week and are moving into the unlock the treasure house for
Dr. Day residence on South Curd themselves.
Street. Mr. Wadlington, of For the sake of this great ar•
whom the Cadiz Record speaks my of benighted men and wom,
, very complimentary and which en, for the sake of their child=
was reproduced in these columns ren and their grandchildren,' for
last week, has purchased the in- the sake of the cause ot educe-
, terest of Mr. Luther Graham in tion, for the sake of abetter and
the dry goods firm of L. E. Gra- more intelligent citizenship, for
ham & Co. Mr. Wadlington the sake of a more creditable re-
comes to Murray very highly cord when the census of 1920 is
recommended as a splendid bu- taken, for the sake of the Corn-1
siness man and desirable citizen. , monwealth, which when crime
The Ledger is glad to welcome , breaks out or epidemics prevail
him to Murray. the belle of the or dark days come, looks upon
its illiteracy as the cause and
laments, ' My people are con-
founded for want of knowl-
purchase, and hopes that he will
succeed and build up a magnifi-
cent business. edge,", we appeal to every pub-
lic and private school teacher to
One of the happiest social enlist and start a moonlight
events of the county for many i school on the evening of Sep-
years was the week-end party' tember 76, and to. every'citizen
given last welik at the home of to seek out and instruct someone or more illiterates, "One-
Mr. and Mrs. Marsh Williams, a thousand moonlight schools, fif-
few miles south of the city. The ty thousand adults enrolled, ten
camp was christened ."Tokio," thousand illiterates taught" is
and Miss Mary Williams was our aim for 1914. Let all true
hostess. Mr. and Mrs. 
Marvinand patriotic Kentuckians me
omen and children, rich and
hlabelle Schroeder, and Corrine "Nr-ve.,• th
Sledd. Messrs. Hubert Parker, F. j. ('he
Vernon Hale, John Whitnell, use° him
Geo.' , J. Wear, Fred business ft*
Holland, -Harry Sledd and Hal ey Able to ei•
Jennings. • • • I made by his
"t;ATIONA t.-The Following Boat Escheatable:
Block's Pract.
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Cyclone
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A big Ii
extra low pri
gu d & So.
t Cherry.
o., will nay
r good wheat.
o buy cheap coal
4). 1.5 per tar-
ng Company. p
c at Cherry.
Belteressel I
Because they
and scales.
.5,25 per bar-
rou n get more
oney at the
ny place in
lye 30U n
beautiful plcce f Chinaware
free. -Thomas, rker& Perdue.
Lee_ Clark. C noway county
eleinbir Of the board of direr-
tors of the' Planters Protective
A mum ;Ilion, left the fleet of lb.
w.2ek for Clarksville to attend a
meeting of the hoaril.
Mr& Lure Thornton Mcloun
left the first of the week for St.
I Lou'. where uhe will upend some
time etudying the fall creations
in millinery nrd will purchase -a
stock of goods fi, rs.
Eve Lod • Murray shoulding Company, p
patronr e entertainment Fri-
Queensware at day 4,vt 
• at the opera house,
at. E. S. Diu
um t and kee
and t • Is he to build the mon-
ur band going.
Buy yo'
We have
Prices. Corn
S. Diuguid
Seed seat.
re-cleanc
straw seed
bushel. -W. C.
S. H. Qees and wife returntd
the pastyeek from an extend-
-Ed-MP through the take region
of the north,_
You must have Id books to be
exchanged with\ ou when you
buy the n.ew-one -Dale & Stub-
blefield.
Mrs. Newton Evans was in
Jackson, Tenn., this week where
she attended a convention of
Adventists.
Bring in you Id sows and
pigs and excha c them for
fresh clean gro 's.-L. P.
Black.' .
5 0 0
. ar
pieces of Chinat' to be given
away. Thomas, ker & Per-
due.
Hogs and Wh at Wanted.-
Will exam) groceries for
some nice nice gs or wheat.-
L. P. Black.
J. I. Garrison and wife left
he past week for Metropolis.
III., where they will spend the
next-two or three weeks the
guests of relatives.
Chetpest accident
Dr. Tho ' Elee
burns, scalds,
cies. All dr -gis
and 50c.
nsurance -
c Oil. For
and emergen-
I it. 25c
..,
At the Savoy Theatre matinee i
every Saturday 1 o'clock until 5,
o'clock. Every fourth Monday ,
Iwill show from 9 o'clock in mor-
ning until 5 o'clock.
- -
Our convenience and feelings
are to be \considered same asl
yours. Therefore, we WILL
NOT permit yeti to bring in old
school books smite other day for
rebatee-Dale StubbLefield.
Al) Furgerson, aged about 70
years, died at the home of his
son Rae, southeast of the, city
after a lingering illness result-
ing fronsan attack of mesales.
He is survived by several child
ren. Whitnell challeroned the partv old, white•
--Wilson
saaat..”
elbeliewstiamb 10001~90041
Removal Sale
E are going to move. It's much easier to
carry money than merchandise. Naturally, 2 •
therefore, we want to turn our present stock in-
to money as far as possible. If you will take the
merchandise, and of course you will when you
see what ci very littie money we w3nt for it, our
moving worries will diminish greatly. In other
words we will pay you to help us move.
N.
You may call this a 9 CENT
SALE if you want to, for
we will sell ALL 10 CENT
GOODS at 9 CENTS, and
ALL 25 CENT GOODS at
19 CENTS.
Those Nice Large Towels, at 9c.
Large Bowls and Platters for, each, - 9c.
3 boxes Matches - 9c. 80 Clothes Pins - 9c.
Nice Enamelware - 9c. Nice No. 2 Lamp - 19c.
25 cent Enamelware, good, 19c.
Double Roasting Pan, roomy, 19c.
R. E. Clayton 3-tie Broom, only, 19c.
Besides our regular 10 and 25 cent Goods, each day
we will have other big values that will open both your
eyes and yeurpocketbsok and make you stop talking
about the higlo cost of living. These goods must sell
and will sell. We can't move them all to our new store.
This Sale Starts Fri., Aug. 28
and lasts no longer than the stock lasts, so if
you like cream come early.
JOHNSON 81 BROACH
5, 10 and 5 cent Variety Store.
1:41.1‘5eltikig!SiC514,41it,
Rev. Pickens, who is to begin
the revival at the Methodist
church, writes that he cannot
get here before Monday and the
meeting will begin on Monday
night instead of Sunday as was
announced last week. Evange-
list Swope is expected to take
charge of the meeting on Satur-
day before the first Sunday.-
Friendship, Tenn. News.
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By HENRY RUSSELL MILLER
euelsor ori
THE MAN tilteHER UP." "HIS RISE TO POWER." Eta.
,
A........
— _—
Thee story epitomizes. In the life
of one big man, his big foes and
big friends, the strife, the hopes,
and the aspirations of modern
America. Involved with his ambi-
tion is the ambition of the laborer,
el the capitalist. of _ths progres-
sive, of the humanitarian, of the
inetialist, of the society woman,
anti of the woman who gives all
far love.
•
CHAPTER I.
Dreams.
lie drifted into the delectable laud
that lies between slain, and waking.
Lasting the fleeting savor of his dreams
-- the epic visions of full-blooded youth.
They had passed Just beyond memory,
leaving • confused yet glowing sense
of sharp combats waged, of victories
won A golden haze enveloped him.
Through it filtered a dwindling relics
Mazer, as Of some noble processioual
swig by a departing far-distant choir
- • wave of delight rippled over him
Then the tbought that, not sharing his
slumber, had painted lila colorful
dreams, worked to the surface.
"My last day here!"
Ile awOke slowly. Before him, seen
through the unsheltered window, lays
world somber enough to one tugging
against its restraints. lovely when it
was to be left behind. He Salk the
September sun peep over the hills at
the head of the valley, rise majestic-
ally and swing clear, a golden disk
hung in the sky, symbol of the reward
if men's struggles; its radiance.
streaming Into the little room. dis-
pelled shabbiness with a mellow glow
be could almost. feel. The matin
sounds arose, according finely with the
lingering echoes of hie dream mutate
He reveled in a net perception.
lie was twenty years Ad.
lie was not one to loll. He sprang
from bed and stood naked; supple
.beautiful youth, too slender for great
strength but with the unconscious
grace of the wild animal.
He dressed and stood by the window
in the attitude of a listener. Intently
be sou0ht to define the faint other-
world resonance that still seemed to
vibrate about him. But the theme
eluded him.
His illusion was effectually shat-
tered. Into the subdued melody of the
Sabbath morning -thrust. a profane In-
truder, Bye jerky wheezing notes of
cabinet organ in the day,* hymns,
played by some one who asPirteds'be•
yond endowment.
lie frowned. then .threw back his
head and laughed silently -a trick he
had sometimes-at the absurd anti-
Mitt hi Bethel, it's -a long way
from here to-there." lie drew a long
deep breath.
-• question halted him. "There--
Theirer
lie shook his head 
vigorously, 
as
e .
though to throw off the query. and -went down to the kitchen
-- The odor of frying ham saluted his
nostrils; he snitfed it hungrily. A man.
apparently. old, was placing heavy,
chipped Ironware dish-t-Si on the table.
He nodded -briefly. in--resp ns to the
youth'h blithe greeting.
"I'll be ready." he said in a dull flat
voice, "time ye're back from the
stable," and continued his slow precise
setting of the table. .
Ii a few iiiinutes the. Other returned.
the horses fed and his own hands and
face scrubbed in cold water from the
cistern. They at down without speak-
ing The youth ate-eagerly. gapingly.
When the first keenneee o/ appetite
was gone, burning to talk of the great
hour at hand, he broke the silence
"Well. •father, this is my last day in
Bethel."
The old man neirely nodded, keeping
his eyes on his plate.
Boy ishly the so:m.1010n to set forth
his plans and hopes and -expectations,
they were not small. But the old man.maintained his silence .The youth con-
ceived him to be an unsympathetic ae-
"Guess you're not interested," he
said a trifle sulkily's-
"Teo, Lansintertetted. Mark." the fa-
ther answered, "but there- ain't any
thing to say." Ile raised hie glance to
the window. "Guess I couldn't say
anything that'd help much."
The sweep of the youth's anttelpa-
Boa faltered before a quality in the
old maret. eords. Old. "old Simon;"
so his neighbors called him.' Yet he
was not really old, but In the noonday
of life wore the gray mantle .of age.
For he, too, had dreamed gold-
en dreams.. - TteloWithe' littiCi." ittooil a
diszhantied rotting tOsness-nolustienere
tost4eig futility. After hie fkilure be
bad !returned to his shop and trade,
snoring his neighbors' buries. pend-
ing their 114agotp4 and plena; a ingu,
Med, tacititra, apiritiesi plodder. -
Ritmo TenItt rove. and began to
clear the table, l'he son moved toseiza
the door There he paused, vaguely-
senerible:tif -a -stOrrtai to_ .11-1_geh tome
soothing word wag "'to RIR
the word would .not come to lips Ow
iseheolett IS gretetentriVilitter.
eiewty owl trio the intlietilne •
ICatonisill. Val& by The tietite-Merrui csausesay)
lii the. stable he curried the hurtles,
lingering over the pretty bruwn mars
latest and finest trophy othis horse
trailing until her coat Rhone satiny
'this labor of love ended. be lighted a
pipe and sat In the stable doorway
Ile sat there until from 'cross the
town cattle a flat untuueleal clamor,
the cracked church bell calling the
faithful that is to say, all Bethel save
one- to worship. Ile rose reluctantly.
soon he emerged from the little house,
shaved to the blood and clad In the dis-
sot:Bort of Sunday clothes
Always on warm Sabbath mornings
Simon Truitt was to be found sitting
on the stoop, and always facing the
north; the dismantled forge lay to the
south. lie was that one for whom the
cracked bell tolled in vain; he was
supposed to be an atheist.
"(loin' to chnrchr he asked in the
eipressionless tone that was his habit.
"I guess so," answered Mark. "Un-
less," with midden understanding.
"you'd like me to slay "
Simon hesitated, then shook his
head. "No, yeed better go IMMO as al-
ways. Courtney'd want ye to"
owe him a lot'
Simon nodded. sMore'n to-anyone
else here think • good deal o' Dim.
don't ye"
-Yes. Sometimes he's kindisi queer,
though." -
Simon nodded attain "D'yee," he
asked unexpectedly. d'ye bract.- %that
he preaches*"
"Why, yes!" timid Mark "Yes, I
spose so," he amended
The dull glance ni lllll rut ...By sharp
ened. "Not very much, I ea%. liet.
tee believe it hard Of 144 lit elf les
most time fur church '
Mark swung heavily (keen the lath
The father's eyes followed hien alio
fully.
Mark joined the straggling pets-es
sion that moved, Minify decorous, to
ward the house of worship. Once, dur
ing the short journey, a spring wagon
overtook and passed him: a girl In the
rear seat turned and nodded. A wive
of red surged into his dark face Until
the wagon drove into the churchyard,
his glance clung to the mass of yellow
hair under the pink hat. Unconstieus-
ly his step quickened.
He found an empty pew near the
door, and entering, leaned back, half
closing his oyee lie followed the con-
gregation as It rose and sat in hymn
and prayer and lesson; but he moved
mechanically, without thought of wor-
ship. Ails glance sought the far cor
ner whers a shaft of morning sun-
shine had set a mass of yellow halt
ashImmertng. The sight and his
dreams gave him a new and daring re-
solve. The hour sped swiftly.
Ile went quietly from the church; in
thf yard he took a station by which
the farmer folk mutt pass to their ve-
hicles and there, as he had'resolved.
boldly, In the eyes of all, he waited for
her.
She appeared,* Mender girl ..tt.ho, as
she moved slowly- around the" church,
wove a spell over the betrousered por-
"To the City' Fors.°
Bern of Bethel, eve here sh.
the subtle • as not
small. bu y made. ga effect
of daintln tiot charsoteriatic of the
maids of that valley, l'alty- was sup-
posed to be Jelicate." hence we*
spared those ardeons tasks that leave
PO little time to study of beauty hiets
and fashions. If there wete aurae to
sqggest that "Squire Martin a family
let Vnitk make fools of Sae; at leant
no males acre among these critics
Self conscious to the finger-tips bet
not betiaping it, she picked her dainty
way' atn'onit the gossiping groups toss-
' _gay 41$410 +millet- see-this and That
intoxicated youth, blissfully deaf to an
-occasienal feminine tier in hoe weke
s She cable to a halt beetile Mark,
'l'o the ilty. For good....
"I sin glad "
"Glad!" he stamtnered. "I thought
I wailted you to be sorry."
"Yes," she nodded emphatically
s"oUr ntlyglad• for you," she adiletinore
lie remained silent, an uureasotamin
indefiniti. (Reappointment lingering
Something he wanted- • could not
say what was lacking lu her words.
"Aren't you elm'?"
'Yee, but " lie dismissed the
doubt. His eagerne•• returned. si'm
going driving this ultertmon."
She became girlish again. "Is that
An tot itatIour with • demurs little
seine.
"If you want to go "
"Of course, Mister Solemn! Aren't
you-" She stopped. Reverently Over
come with confusion for her boldness
' Say it!" he besought thirstily
There was a delicious moment of un
certainty', 14 breathless little laugh.
••M4 lover. There! I'll be wilting
for you, just after dinner.' And the
butterfly fluttered away.
lie went front the etturchylrd and
followed the street past the point
where it returned to its native state of
dusty, weed flanked, country pike. He
cattle to A plaCe where the road rose
aliftrpir and fell again. Mounting to
the 'rest, he threw himself on (hi'
roedshir and waited; thither Richard
Courtney would tome on the &Bet
service walk that era his custom.
l'e th• tire, tillage-bound. leisurely
creaked all anetioit top buggy. In ii
oliniched a middle-aved man upon
whose face Mere written humor and
patience, qualities of which he had
greet need just then. Ills horse In
bored heavily at its task, head hang-
ing low; nut the bellows In Simon
Truitt's Smithy puffed louder or hard-
er At the crest it stopped without
urging Mark foie rod impatiently.
Then he touted the mad state of the
horse and a grin displaced the frown.
"Hear you're going nets)." "Doc"
Hedges remarked. "For the good of
the town"
Mark nodded, the grin widening
"Maybe you'd like to help pay my
far."
"I have helped." the doctor rejoined
dryly. "Going to get rie h, ain't you!
They all think that."
"It_happena sometimes."
"You might, though. Any man ought
to get rich that could sell me this-
would you call it a horse?"
"iimm!" Mark conaltiered the ani-
mal judicially. "Well, it has four
legs."
'So's a billy goat," drawled the doc-
tor. sGoat'd be more use to me too."
"Whai did you buy- it for, theu7s
"I ain't squealing. Pretty slick cus-
tomer, ain't you?"
The grin returned. 'I can sell
horses." Mark modestly' Odin-Ned. "t0
some people."
"Humph! Only a fool'd buy 'cm of
you." the doctor agreed. "Whatil you
take for the. brown mart"
"The brown mare isn't for sale "
"Any horse is for sale." the-doctor
insisted. "at the right price. Give you
a hundred and fifty." '
"I uouldn't sell her for two-fifty."
The doctor, sighed and Slucked to
the weary horse
. Oat of the dusty cloud trailing be-
hinds-II creaky buggy emerged a tall
stoopin figure. clad in the rusty black
of the eduntry clergyman. lie walked
slowly, and when he came to the rise,
with a slight effort; evidently he las
a frail man vhysically. At the crest
he stopped, breathing hard.
"Taking a good by look at it?" be
'asked hetet-en breathe.
• "No. Just waiting for you."
The preacher smiled faintly; the
worn dispirited face lighted up a lit-
tle. . lie turned his glance to- the val-
ley. .
"It's worth a farewell. ' You'll be
homesick for it somatimes- I Lope:'
Shall we. walk's bit fartIftir-...._ _
. At he lagging pc.' they tramped
along the road, constantly rising and
deseentliste but always reaching up to-
ssril a higher level. They kept the
frank silence. of those who have bten
.r6171ePann;e6arilirsbbrie.f.nore - Richard Courtney
haS resigned the city eongregation
that was steadily withering una'sr his
ministry and had come to shepheta the
little flock of Bethel. It proved to be a
life sentence, but iii-Tbe end he, stayed.
if not gledly, at least With sut h chrts-
Ban fortitatie is • quivering sensitive
soul could eummon: having found AO
be put it a need to which he could
minister. In the early days of his new
service he had discovered • neglected,
unlettered, moody youngster suffer-
ing under the blight-of his relatien to
Simms -Truitt. who; • for htssimploosed
atheism, was accounted a little lass
'thin relies, table. Some quality in the
bott aestight theiwicaeher's fancy: tact-
fully he "ought 'to In into Mirk's:,/tt
heart, not a very (little task one,. the.looking up with a smile thatide tons
..forgot tatrious observers. • ss
.'"Good morning, Mark!" •
•i-Unity!" Ilis voice was low, tense
as though he aueleunced .Porne- tragic
hatipeultig. "-I'm gulag a-way tome?'T.94ice -
-• The rive, ity fell fenss her face,
liffn.Veri serious.
"To the city' Irtir good"
...is., a Ste es- saw u. oxii40*401%000111"•"1"'— v4 
--Wiftwatillaktilleih440;i....
-
have been best of all, he had had Mete
ard Courtney.
- In the intioise, Imaginative, quick-
braineu lad Courtney thought he dile
cernitti it rare spirit fitted to be •
chevalier of the Lord, a fighter of
others' battles, a bearer of others' bur-
dem thuswe may road what 111,-hard
Courtney would have made his own
lilies Iles the. tittle, had failed; but in
the larger Ilfe from which he had been
baniehed he would live again and be
telt through a Kne strong man of his
making For ten years* he had jest
misty Plineyed the prompect, patlently
toiled and prayed that it might be.
But now, when the. day for which he
tied prepared was COMP, he was not
"That's Where the Doctor Wants to
Build His Sanatorium."
h*PPyi The question continually re-
curred. How well had he builded
Witt) suddenly Omitted vision he be-
held the youth at his aide, raw, un•
shaped, the reaches of his soul as yet
unlighted by purpose. unwartned by
inspiration. After ten years he was
almost as Richard Courtney had found
him.
"I have scoured the windows I
cannot give the light," theught the
preachar sadly.
He became aware that Mark had
broken the silence. el-I owe you a
lot," he had said.
"Not very much." Courtney sighed.
"I wisfiglir were more--touch more."
"Oh, yes, It is much. You've taught
me to rsad and talk and--and think."
..Cetirtney repressed ,in unhappy pulite.
"You've made me- see hg, TOu've
got toe ready to go away from here.
I-I appreciate It."
"Pd rather you &Mid see true. lint
must you go?" The plea was without
spirit, be knew its uselesiiness.
"Therves--klife to be lived here. even
by a nein who sees big. I %chili you
would stay, at least for a while."
"No. f‘must go now. I've a reason
you don't know."
The preacher felt a jealous pang.-
After a while he sail "Did you by
any chance hear my sermon this morn-
ing?"'
Mark lookett_aaay. uncomfortable
"(Bar oart of it. I was thinking Prettyhard.**
"Of yellow braids and a pretty corn•
plexion," °urine), said to himself bit-
terly.
Mark was frowning in an effort to
recall andls--plece together ,detached
phrases that had notated to him dur.
Ing the eervice and then, finding no
welcome, floated away, "It was about,"
he said hesitatingly, 'It was about a
min finding his big idea."
"I am flattared." The dry droll in-
tl.-A*1*m Was* a concealment.
"Thi. big Idea," said Mark vaguely,
"does it mean- -Ceed!" -
"It's tils way of lifting the -World
'forward. It's-" Courtney stopped
abruptly, with a hopeless smile. lie
looked Remy stereos.' the hills.
Suddenly, with an oddly appealing
gesuire. he turned again to Mark. All
thelntense longlng of the man who
has dreamed and failed and yet clung
to some tragnient of his hope, paint'
in his vision, breathed In his words
'Some day you may remember I
told you. It's the big purpose that
Sometimes comes to the big, paaelon-
ate man, to accomplish some work for
its own sake; that grips him, drives
him, makes him ruthiese to his own
desires, forgetful of hie failures anti
blind to everything but his task, that
transforms him Into it narrow tealot,
a fanatic, but • power always a
power, because he Is Ilia pill-pose in-
carnate. It is that without which the
'big ma-aloe:Wasted. -because he is that
danseroue, autelean thing, a foree un-
controlled. . .. It's what I wanted
you to have."
Mark stared. "1-I'm fifhtid I don't
'anderetand."lad learned that mini tidal coutersa• "And I," Cow-Ines. cried, al emailLion was not confined Jo: graphic pie- • make you underseitudi lint you willtures of -eternal 4ortnent. And then,Ittiow, _abet). 11.„_enouea la nose"not titre- wore-Met haw thia new 'Mir .11re began to die from his eyes andest tateal tuft the Chrisilan fortlititia4liairt_:- 'Ilt_%'tilinieti," hie -added .
I
_aist-otaat_ttione be -10%_111011)Ift` to -11%AlEge..,e. laer-e. affinie Marie- rensi do: red Peesyr4 orei =Pricia-R• Ichard Ciiurtsiii plesedly this outburst Then he dis-t-he blacksmith's eon had had his Vliur;.--atiPse.1 It as otter lif tile ineonipeehen•gil and Xenophon and Homer, his sible iriiriments of $ man whom, debhzelid and Quackenittos. W hat may spite oddities, 'lie lilted vary much. He
returned to the thought that had led
to the moment.
A little timidly he made the offer.
"I'ni going to leete the brown mare
with you, if you'd like her."
"It's good of you to think of it. Hut
you can sell her well. And you'll need
the arimee •-- "
. But I want you to have
be,. 1_ traded to get her for you."
easurine; would not spoil his pleas
tire. "Of course, I-" Ills acceptance
halted. "No, give her to Dr. Hedges."
Mark shook his head. "I want you
to have her."
"Ile needs a good horse 'the One
he has-"
"It was a fair trade," Mark asserted
defensively.
A turn of the road brought them
within sight of a great hill that stood
across the valley. Over its level top
swept breezes filtered pure through
many leagues of forest. "Hedges hill"
the village calltud it, finding humorous
matter therein.
-Courtney pointed. "That is where
the doctor wants to build his sanato-
rium for consumptives"
"I kuow. He's cracked over that
He'll never do it"
"Perhaps not. It would be too bad.
It." Courtney added quietly, le his
big idea."
Mark looked Meg at the hill, as
though from the site of the eanato-
rium in Spain might be gleaned mime
hint of the meaniug of the "big idea:.
After a wi-lie he raid slowly, "Would
you really rather he'd have the mare?"
CHAPTER II,
The Path of Youth.
had Richard Courtney thought to
look back to his own adolescent e, he
might have understood his failure,
Mark, whose life, the preacher sup-
posed, was to be made over by many
books and germons on purpose, unself-
ishness and clean living, was in fact
Seeing a miracle of quite another sort
unfold within him.
Companionship, once, 'ought. had
;suddenly become distasteful, lie was
happy only when a•andering alone in
the woods, Idle gun on shoulder. or
drifting lazily In his canoe.
After a period. during which his
body shot up to its full height, whole-
some toil and study busied his
thoughts and Richard Courtney began
to nurture vain hopes, occurred an
event of no small importance to 'many
young gentlemen of Bethel. - Unity
Martin. proud possessor of a diploma
declaring to those who cared to pe-
ruse that she had mastered certain
arta, came home to exhibit in all its
'perfection the product of education.
'110 was returning late from an aft-
ernoon's hunt in the woods behind
the Martin farm, when he unexpec'te'd
ly came upon her one autumn day.
She was standing on a little knob, gaz-
ing absently into the fading sky. Ills
ever-ready Iniaginntion- was touched.
In the dusk, the pale glow of the dying
day upon her, her pensiveness and ap-
parent frailty gave her a seeming of
soulfulness that abashed him. 'noted
him strangely. Ile thought he beheld
one far finer and purer than any' of
the clayey creatures his life had
touched. She saw him and Sallied
faintly. .That smile put him in an
agony of confusioh and awkwardness
Because he did not know how to de
part, he found himself walking home
with her, and when she praised %be
pheasants slung over his shoulder. on
a sudden glad impulse he gave to
her and she quite. naturally secepteh
tile trophy of his hunt This was :1
prophecy, but he was no seer
It was long before he lost that in,
preselorr of her, the frail spirit-like
girl of the desk, even though riper
acquaintance...might have !sweat him
that she was indeed a dweller upon
the earth, lie whispered her name to
himself, thinking it finest poetry. His
desire to "do something" became •
burning impatience to do large and
splendid deeds .hst 4:ould prove hi.
mettle lie was, in a word, a boy wile
thought bimsch in love.
Came a night, a stIil winter's night
when,mdtinlight gleamed on the snow_
-and- sire chimes of Aeighbells added
to the --mchantmeni, when h
bor, with a sense o: sacrile -e' and she
d d not roilitst.
No e-onier. (ben, Richard Courtney
preached nurpose in tain! Rig pupil's
horizon Yoe. :Med r..ah a purpose not
his own. 7ven the preacher's incom-
prehensible outburst was forgotten, as
the boy went to his tryst that Sabbath
afternoon.
For mile he drove carefully and
then, letting out the mare, with a.
flourish of speed drew up' before the
house of Squire Martin, It was the
most pretentious in the -LiTlays•- - •
Soon Unity appeared, fresh and
dainty in her white dress and pink
bat, followed by her Mister Susan
bearing a heavy patteboard bow. While
Mark awkwardly helped his lady into
the buggy. Susan slipped the•box un-
der the seat. Mark got In and the
iirown mare, needing no -tiommand,
started away. '• •
"I put upaome lunch," Susaascalleg
after them. "Don't forget to eat nr.
"And so," breathed Unity, -.you'reessjit• gonna away-at last! How did
you happen to decide. to go Just 414140.7
"I don't know._ It Just Came to nie
the other day that I couldn't sine-hereany longer, Somehow, ever sinew. we
began to talk of the,,, ray, this place.
has seenied so essevail assoilitakialt4... untilthls.mornThg.", '
"i.:ntli this morning" In POMO
Mann ,
-"Then it seemed hied 0' covaa Wide--and, proteeted. I hate t* leave it
to- leave you, It.nity"
, "And lit hate tit hoar a-rm gst-slfeett:-iiimizio;44iTir—Itste. _,...Anc) thew
fatu *et'S VO-Fit.Thett trail; ,bikekr- findtake me away. witb_yeu
-Tie- a, *III; la. silence ;thee' gave
this prospect la* consideration it
served Theit.
;!"...seiliveatnei•-4ake-•
seeler•S 
,A"'""frewOisha •
- *LC. Pam'. 
- 
•
01.21%, .Unity.. hoar cun you lust Ms8
She was *hie to anew er him on this
point in a way to satisfy him and yet
leave liltn humbly grateful for his
%net good fortutio
The shadows were qtitte long alien
Trfy pooled- g great Mit rock -In a
clearing a little way from the road.
And there, in a delicious intimacy that
they solemnly asserted ems but a fore-
taste, they remembered to eat the
lunch put up by the thoughtful Suntan.
Sftereard they spent a rapturous
hour %arching the sun glide down to
meet the bills
She broke a long silence to say,
dreamily, "You're going to be very
rich. aren't you?"
Ile laughed. "Maybe. It. isn't al-
ways so (*say to get rich, you know."
"(tut everybody says you will."
"Everybody to Bethel --may not
know." Then he ridded firmly, "But I,.
will, for you And then -"
He got down from the rock and
lifted hie arms to he r. She stood Un-
(ertaln• looking down at him. The
glow of--the sellout was still upon
her, in her eyes ane another glow,
from within, for him
.She measured the distance to the
ground it was itlinoot her own height
then, with a gasp for her daring, she
sprung into his arms Ile eauitia her
land held her, kliming her again and
again, thirstily. She began to respond;
her lame tightened around his neck;
she clung tory close.
She cried tremulously, -atztrir;"--
you aorta forget me--out there. I-I
couldn't bear- that."
"I will not forget."
A last bright shaft reflected from
the reit:limn west flooded their little
clenring. Toll upon her And that ea*
thee faliure of he ur he carried "ot
there" Unity Inc the sunset glow.
eyes and cheeks aflame. with love, de-
siring
-
t  hi only an teed taut that would
w
• • • • • • •
"Little late, ain't ye!" Si non gis 'et•
ed Mark. hut there was no rei Inuit
in the %tonic and no question; be as-
sumed no right to pry into hie son's
affairs.
"I've been taking a drive." Mark
ansaered.
Simon rose and %vent into the IMO-
try. Ile returned, carrying a pitcher
of milk and a plate piled high a ith
buttered bread
"I Leta this ready 'fur ye.'thought
ye might be hungry."
Mark was not hungry, but he ate
with a show of great relish. Some in-
stinct told him not to decline thus
little service.
"Guess ye're puny glad to git away
from here7"
In the morning Mark would have
answered with an unqualified -Yrs."-
Now he said, "I am --and Ian out."
lie drew along breath that was al•
moat a sigh-. "It's like going in swim-
ming in April."
"Ye're right to go,". Simon t•aiel. "I
wouldn't want ye to slay. There ain't
any prospect fur a yotmg man round
here."
lie and going to the cupboard,
fumbled among the dishes When he
returned, he laid before Mark a worn
"if You Ever Get Rich-Come Bail.
Here sod Build a Steel Plant"
pocketbook of leather. Mark opened
it and glanced at its contents
lie looked up questioningly "Why.
there must be nioasti--* thousand dol.
tars!"
"Jest that.. I've been saffe-ft-fur
ye."
Impulsively Mark gushed it back
toward Simon "But I can't take it
It won't learn you anything. •n,1 I
lidn't need it. I've got mitten five
hundred of my own."
"I'd ruttier yeal take it," Simon In
Mated heevily "It'll come in handy,','.If ye don't need it, ye can Qnd • safe
pleee fur it. An' yo can pay it back.
'ever wit rich 1," he repeated.
"I've' been saelic It fur ye I knowed
yard go away- some day at I wanted
ye to take somethtn' fruit me"
Mark's hand went slowly to the
pocketbeoli "Airftrait. father" The
words fell avikearuily "I'll pay it
back some day And ' thank you:"
-Te'ee Milts welcome," aaawistef
Simon with quaint /orrnality. •
---tieiRelate_rotfTi N1' ' .
'
Fish,* .That Emir Sounds.
'There is a fish in the Tagus that
emit! 'minas resembling the. tit"-
tiOns -of a deep toned hell, gnno
pedal. _pipe aii organ - • I lerritrit*,
whet the net has been drawn surniind
been' einem ell 40' do 'tlin r-
issomm and-similar aseemoviso atis
of the river 'bullhead An ftraphibious
saluroli• 1144-1 on bele, taken NM the
hand, to mitt to ahrlek, cud certain of
blennies , emit sitsth.f wound'', -
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VENUE SHUT OFF
guropean Crisis Has Shown the
Weakness of Tarlifs.
1111. System Which Allows a Foreign War
to Deprive Country of Needed Taxes
  St±r1114 actory -I n het,
Kane* Tax as Substitute.
•
The last few weeks have proved
I. under moderu conditions. DO
can provide national revenue dur-
g a. general ear.
Thve-44-tvited Metes IS at peace. Its
nquillity is not even threatened
t a shot has been tired in tower
this side of the water. The near-
tirreelnee fighting is 3,000 miles
ay. Yet the nation is in the grip
a blockade. Pereign commerce has
aged. Imports hive stopped, with
ent- has stopped the revenue de-
ved from duties on imports, and the
untry is obliged to look about for
her ways and means of raising man-
to run llie government
It Is not a question of high tariff
prem. lee It is a problem pre•sentiel
y the absence of Imports on ehich
y tariff can be collected. The high-
it schedule's ever devised in the cite-
els of protection would be Of no use
Hite crisis. One hundred per cent
Of nothing is exactly the earn.. as lb
r cent. At a time like the present,
the Payne Aldrich abomination would
-tot yield a dollar more reveltue. than
• e• the modest duties with which this
l
.
eountry began housekeeping In Wash-
. engton's first term.
tt'- It would seem that this is it good
.• time to bring forward once more the
plan of a federal inheritance tax. No
other Impost Is so sure, an just, FO
; easily collected, so undisturbed by for-
" eign complications.
However that male bee there is no
doubt that this crisis has given a
• blow to all tariffe_lov. as well as high.
Revenues that can be cut off by a
war on the other side of the globe
are a rather unsatisfactory source of
• ,itcome for a great nation.
41e •
Business Waits on War.
(Wetness men are looking forward
to a solution of problems unprece-
dented in the history cf trade. brought
about by the great Euorpean war.
What little more than a week ago was
regarded merely as a war scare has
turned into a grim reality, and so
swift did important events develop like
mushrooms overnight that business
men, manufacturers and importers on
this side were caught unprepared. ('on-
servative and thinking people here be-
lieve that the various European _pow-
ers were playing a big game, In Aloe%
each was trying to outblutt the other.
That anything but a peaceable settle-
tneut would be reached was thought
to be beyond the pale of _possibility.
so costly in blood and property and
money would be a universal European
conflict and so far reae•hing the con-
sequencee.
That the dangers of the situation
were minimized in thie country has
been shown by subsequent events.
The international system of business
developed through hundreds of years
of civilization has been thrown into
chaos, and the delbeate fabric of inter-
national banking and foreign exchange
slow!) woven by generations of bank-
ers, has been torn apart almost over-
night.-Philadelphia Press. . •
Blame Rests on Republicans.
When Republicans who dislike the
pending- bills lor the revival of the
merchant marine accuse the !Wing-
crate of incompetence in dealing with
this question, they betray a coloopal
nerve. • nee a matter of historical rec-
ord that in the days when the Demo-
crats and Whigs divided the contibl of
Governtnent-that is, from about ISIS
to 1 1.61 -American shipping enjoyed
its pertiehof greatest prosperity and
did a large part of the carrYing trede
of the world.' It was with the advent
of Republicanism and extreme protec-
tive tariff views that the decline in
our merchant marine began. and it has
continued ever since. Possibly the
Democrats ma.) 'blunder la their legis-
lation. It is impossible. however, that
. they make such a mess of It as the Re-
publicans have done
--•••
Country With the President. '
Republican chairmen of seven states,
, conference at Chicago, issued a
statement predletitig Republican gains
this v-ear in their steles big enough to
give control of congress to the Repub-
licans "it the same ratio acre-to pre-
, Veil throughout the country." The
•'eami. ratio" VII not prevail through-
out the. country. Moreover, It Is on
Ittelj that the predictions as to gains
in their own states .Will be resat/eel
President WIlsen Is stronger today
than he was a month mao, sad the pa-
triotism of jive-country will ases to it
that a congreee is sleete4'. this fall
with a maJority-amelv large to sup.
pert his. administration dunes the re-
maluder Of his Aral term as presi-
dent.  
THE MURRAY LEDOIR, MURRAY. KY.
WISE MOVE BY MR. BRYAN
Secretary's Aipeal to Nations to Pre.
iferv• integrity of China a Notice
and a Warning.
--
Secretary Itryan'• aota to the pow'
era urging that the neutrality of China
be respected was a timely move in put..
IttlanCe of a evil knuen Auierlcuti
America has lung stood for the ter.
ritetrial Integrity of China anti for "the
open door,"Th. anatoinced by _Seem
tary Hay.
America has long stood forth as
the friend of China, as shown, among
other things, by Its refusal to accept
two successive indemnities from the
Peking government.
America has loug looked to China.
with its teeming millions, as the mar-
ket which will ultimately give the
greatest impetus to American manu-
factures of cotton and other articles
consumed In the Orient.
America has long been charged with
the duty of proteesting, agaInseinterual
disorders, the liveo and property of
numereus citizeus in China on legiti-
mate business.
All these interests would be injuri-
ously affected if China were to be re-
garded as legitimate prey for the am-
bitions that have been loosed or may
be footled by the European war.
If Secretary Bryan secures assent
to the principle of respect forethe neu-
trality of China he will have rendered
his country a substantial service.
If he does not secure It he will at
least have done well in  calling Eu-
rope's attention to the fact that Amer-
ica has nut abandoned Its Chinese pol-
icy.
RECORD IS A NOTABLE ONE
Democratic Administration Surely May
Appeal to the Country on its
Akhievements.
The Democratic national committee
has issued a bulletin giving some of
the achievemente of President Wil-
son and the present administration.
Among the things are:
A firm foreign policy. Watchful
eaitIng, which prevented a war with
Mexico, saved thousands of lives, and
prevented a war debt.
Revision of the rules of business
without litigation or panic.
Constructive legislation in framing
of the tariff. currency, income tax
and trust legislation.
A currency law that prevents pan-
ics and insures stability ib financial
conditions.
An income tax placing on the rich
heir just proportion of the billion dol-
lars a year needed to support the gov-
ernment •
An arbitration -act to conciliate and
arbitrate controversies between cap-
ital and labor.
Reduction of transportation coots
through enlargement of the scope of
the parcel post.
Trust laws compelling abandonment
of Literal,- discrimination tted surren-
der of power through litter relation.
Would Restore Tariff on Sugar.
The administration has an opportu-
nity to kill with a single atom twe-
et the plumpest birds ever offered
as a target to any political marks-
man Instead of a special "war"
tax, which would be unpopular and a
direct burden upon all classes of peo-
ple, to meet the expected decrease in
tariff revenues, why not restore the
buty on sugar, and thus at one and the
Sante time put $80.000,4100 annually
Into the treasury and'eave the Louis-
iana cane and the Colorado beet sugar
Industries! New England would wit-
ness this "favoritism" to a zouthern
and western produc with no petty
Isesioirsy, believing. as she does, in sea
sib),' and adequate protection to all
- American business regardless of sec-
tionalism That the restoration of
the Payne rates on sugar would add
largely to Uncle Sans'a pocketbook at
a time when loose change threatens
to become scare.ehi an argument that
clinches. While sugar importations
from Germany. lorase-. and Russia,
-great beet-producing countries, would
hardly he possible, v.es cto eontinue to
get what we need from Cuba and .lava
In neutral bottoms or our ol,n. Why
throw awn, a certain and sure source
et national Income that imposes no
burden on the individual, and adopt
t_h_tax that will be perceptible to every
onef-Philad el phial Record ( Defit.)
- •
Republican "Aegyment."
One of the most pitiable things In
politics this year is the Republican
slump speaker who tie shone.** himself
hoarse, telling the farraere thstsike
Importation of free Canadian wheat
I is ruining the price of the wheat of
this country. says the itarber County
index,. That sort of a politician Is
either' very ignorant himself or he Is
presuming on the hitelltitence of the
people This country at this very Mote
motif I. an exporter, Instead of an Itn
porter Of teheat. Ertel if that eere not
true'. Canada is barred form shipping
Wheat tree of dut'intio this country
MOO .he open. her markets en like
couditIon to this ccutitry.'-a-pre_duCt.
Wilson's Great Victory.
Ttie first treat success of Pieoillent
*Wilsen'm foreign policy has been won.
Illietta ha* been filmed out and that'
without Involving the irnited States
In war Teti may think what v-cu like
• -about Wilson dtploniec.y. etfil mat
' Call the °Meows a lucky acelihnt;and-,- • -
. all that. -rat-taff -that
.aitassajnalit111. _hell
been Ileerta eas been
to-mpelled .,te-olselon - What Mt._
Pen Odt Oilt. 10 do hate torn 'plea T ft on the Coloniblan letter ''it tee
ecienuplighefl _It: is the preal conttne himself to feet," Da!
dent's viefory City Stat, he vfvr,- Columbia Stalk-
„
BY NO MEANS A STRANGER
Not the Fine Time Lawyer H•d Slum-
bered With the Companion of .
His Travels. 
•
--
The *new imitator from Alabama.
Francis Shelly White. is-it Meyer and
has a large practice in his state.
Sornetknes his work takes bin, out
In the interior, and on one of these
trips he was accompanied by his cli-
ent, and client being a ploys man, a
deacon in the church to %filch White
beloneed.
Tt was late at night when the dark)'
pulled up his ripen before the' doors cot
the inn, which was presided over by •
lady of generoun heart and equal pro.
portions. When he went to the desk
to engage a room White was apolo-
getically told that it was impossible,
on account of the influx of visitors, to
give him a separate chaniber
"1 guess I can get a separate bed,
then," said he. Put to this the. reply
was the same.
'May I esk who is to be my bed-
Werke' asked White, who did not
relish the Idea of sharing his couch
with a stranger.
-Why," replied the landlady. ' it will
be the gentleman with whom you
came."
"Oh, that's all right then." said
White, with a sigh of relief. "lie
and I are both deacons in the same
church and have been sleeping togeth-
er during the 11 o'clock sermon in the
Firs! Baptist church for 20 yearn.-
Providence Journal.
PAPER ITSELF WAS EVIDENCE
In This Case Examiner Required No
Pledge That Student Had Done
the Work Itself.
At a certain college custom Ordains
that at examination time each of the
candidate's shall write the following
pledge' at the bottom of his papers:
"I hereby declare, on my honor. that
I have neither given nor received as-
sistance during the examination.-
One student, after handing in one
of the papers. suddenly remembered
that in his haste he had omitted to
write the oath On the following day
he sought out one of the examiners
and told hlin that he had forgotten
to put the required- pledge on his pa-
per..
The examiner looked-Mr-him over
the top of his glasses and dryly re-
marked:
"Quite unnecessary. Your paper In
itself is sufficient evidence. I've just
been correcting it!"
Must Pass Examination.
Every child in the city of Philadel-
phia, under the age of sixteen, eill
hereafter be required to take a pliye-
'cal examination before being granted
a certificate to work. Henry J. Gid-
eon. chief of the bureau of commit-
aory education, says that the object
Is to prevent the Physically unfit from
beginning work at a tender age. The
examinations will be conducted under
the auspices of the state departtnent
of labor,
- BUMPS ITCHED ON BODY
— •
Route No, 3, Cooper, Texas..--"F was'
taken with an itching and my whole
body got covered with little red
bumps. It would itch till I would
sCratch the blood out of my skin and
then it was just like fire. I could not
sleep at night until I got Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. I would bathe in
warm water with Cuticura Soap and
then put on the Cuticura Ointment
and I got well quick. Two weeks
from the time I commenced to t.se
Cuticura Soap and Ointment I u-as
Pound and well and I have not been
bothered since.
-My baby had a breaktne out on his
ear and behind it and he would clay&
the skin off. It spread and his littie.
ear eas nearly rotted off. I washed it
good with the Cuticura Soap and then
put on the Cuticura Ointment and
they healed it tip" (Signed) Mrs.
Mary Roles, Jan 25. 191i:
Cuticura. Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
fretewith :12-p. Skin Book. Address post-
:ard "Cuticura. Dept. L. hoston."-Adv.
Some Cause for Fear.
The Professor's Wife- The profes-
sor is In the laboratory conducting
SOME. chemical experimnuts. The pro-
tureens; expects to go down to posterity.
From the Laboratory. Dr-Terre
The Visitor-I hope the professor
hasn't gone!
A
el ere". Standee% Cestareasrneet. _
And now the Standard -011 company
of Califernie, rompleteb' ignoring the
Mistimes otegnation that Is cliotreosing
the 'fanciest congressmen Pe much.
has InCreesed Its capital from etc-etyma,.
• te St.00.9.00.900 irldieStiP°11
tieseve.
The senate NA:9%110311m to hear (roar
Only One "BROMOANIN1NE",_
To get the rennin*, e•11 rot rail nano.. LAZA-
'Floe !MORO QUININE Loon for Witteirare 01
▪ w GROVE- Cam • Coil le Oh, Der. -Stn0P
Comet sad headache, sad weeks et erdd. Its
' Refrigerator Girls.
"hot here isn't it
-"'Welt- the girlie AM all SO cool to
Mel hadn't noticed the heat."
New To Oh. Quinfee To Children
Paanitina is is trade "act rouse el, •ri t., is
seerceveg (Hinter* It ii • lutanist anew Howe
*et liare tad dots rim aeon* tbe allograett.
fteldf•li tete it seri aeon lopew is OMR**.
Al.. :30.111111•1 04•Ptilla tn *dune IOW, NOWA
latt• Warr QuInta• Ns.e two ivillinvot•
r•o•tr notantewere wee Howie, In the hoot Trs
S It.. vett Rue 00 aged goloine Pet sat M
I.'.. Ash etteistil Niel*"
sere* FFIDArtgalrheleas i• Semis as mese
1..4 avonfv• talk
bump& silly jokes •
No. SIX-SIXTY-SIX
This la a prescriptiun prepgred
peclielly for Malaria or Chills, and
Fever. Five or six doses will break
any case, and II' taken then as a tunic
the fever will not return. 25c.-Adv.
_
Feeling That is General.
First Paopenger -I understand that
your city has the rotteneot political
ring in the country.
Second Passenger That's right.
Rut how did volt know where I'm
front'
First Passenger -I don't -Toledo
Blade
EAS-IT
Preitively STOPS Headache, Colic, In-
digestion Paine Cramps, lieicrtburn or
Neirraleia almost ihntantly. Absolutely
Gl'Alt \TEED. Your money back if
rot tt fii It. bold by leading druggists.
Price and eke Try it. Adv. -•
A Good Spender.
"They is) Elliee fiance has money
to burn"
"Well, he has met his match."
There are lots of hatebeens who nev-
er denionotrate the theory of reincar-
flatten,
- A Thing the Wealthy Miss.
Tbeirtrh and proud- needn't think
they have all the pleasure there Is In
life, never experteacing for instance,
the delightful thrill that COMPS when
the law y mower breaks down hope-
lessly.--Ohlo State ,Yournal._ .
iota for oil Skim Troubles leltialleactill.
- tierwaser is willed -Tiro Won's Mot Tripod" be-
muse It tell fitly and elgelsetly relieves thg followers
fddif trotAits •1044,41••445. r14.4.111. N•411114 Vann, n11.144
Cold sore., Irm_rr hasten Illowara. Illrys_lpelar. net-
hem' lode Ivy Ohbowlag. (Poison Os.). PUngtoMult-
E
ite, toes. Chigger and ,ther In.v1 WWII. UM*
mess. ksenriatione rine ly ilestlinabarn, reek-
.11111bialoa reei nose limped Weeds. Uwvelle.
ans:hg:1 1 . 0,Yir.`..P.',•11::1.,!̂. at. .,G7r5:5.14.1.' r_._
E
ng Venni tor any • In 'mufti, 'Direct to you Is
lam fiend eels, and .1ve your aloe a treat.
. 5, stun old. 4 • 11114•• tle., etre- • Wes . af. Lew, as
The Cost.
Owner-Whiall it cost to repair this
car of mine"
Garage Proprietor-What ails it?
Ouner- -I don't knots
Garage Proprietor-Thirty-four dol-
lars and sixty-Eve cente.-Pueh-
Toe ft owe legroom' env
Try Merin. Kr* Reseed/ tor ked Weal. Weary
end iirsnelsted gye,de No Saffirting
jaftt Tie otafort Wow for ihew of ore lry•
111.11 row Winne grit 114•1444•411 t... 12k10414.44
Avarice Is what makes the other fel
low close Mood. Our nun breed ,,t
economy Is thrift
Water Is Good Medicine
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Your Baby's Life
It is more to you than your own. Then why try any other
remedy than
Fletcher's Castoria
Unless Your
Physician pre6cribes it?
Remember there is nothing injurious in CASTORIA if it bears
the signature of
Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk, or otherwise;
to protect the babies.
The Centaur Company,
Preal
NOW She Escaped.
"Algy fell in lore with a girl at the
glove counter. He bought gloves every
day for a week. Ty discourage his at-
tentions she became a manicure.",
"Then he had his nails manicured
every day. I s'poser
"Just so. Hoe ever, I don't think
he'll follow her any farther."
"Why not!"
"Then she got employment with a
dentist."
route' ft REK A GOOD TONIC
Asti Det•es laslarla oat of tie systems.
-Your •Itsbek• nets like Mate'. I have
..Iv en It to numerous people In my par-
iah who were suffering with ghille Ma-
laria and fever I re‘-,ornmentt-tt Co tin's.'
who ire sufferers anti in need of a given'
forte, -Rev Sivrtefirtoweki, It
fatephsn'a Church. Perth Amboy. IV 3
Flints atolireit 50 ciente. all druggists or
by Part-elle isost prepeiti from Kioesest..
ski & Co WAshingion. C.
Pass the Vinegar.
A gaily gowned and garrulous house-
maid sat down hj an acquaintance on
a, trolley and at once said:
"Hello, Sadie! Where yonseligin'
now"
"Now here's," wee the reply. " 4
"How's that !"
makried."
;You ain't!"
"Sure thing. Look at that!" •
She held up her unelove.1 left hand
in triumph; for there on the third fin-
ger was a'shining new wedding-sing.
Staring at it in wonder for a tno-
ment. the other girl asked, "Well, who
get stung!"
_
Swett Sorrow.
"Who wrote. 'Parting Is such perste
sorrow r-
"Some duck who coughed up his
lest la cones for a Julep.-
One-Part Solved._
"The solar Wiens Is I great atro'
'tory " • a
"Wail. at least, the Pus'. spotted "  
• Two Porches.
Rithleen Jones. aeed foci-, made
mud pies on Mrs. Reede stepe.
"Run away, dear," said that lath
"Go and play on your mamma's
porch."
"But mamma has just scrubbed hers
ell_nice and clean and she don't eel.:
me•to dirty it.up"
"Pei-hap. I like to keep my porch
clean. too."
"Huh!" said kath1411. "I didn't
Miew your porch was death ever."
.A
proof Positive.
"Hold on a minute,: said a man tel
his party over the telephone, "central's
on the line."
-I ain't either!" exclaimed the in-
dignant eentrcd
The Weapon.
Tommy-What do jockevs be_at_
their records with?
Willie-I know! With their whine-
SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical. cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics la
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
uice.-ation e noise, throat, end that
Caused by :ernInIna ills It hes no Meal
For ten years the Lydia li. Pinkhatn
Medicine Co has reeo- mmendod Pax-tine
in their private, correspcindency with
women, which proves it. superiority.
Women who have oeen cured say
it Is "worth Its weight in (Told" At
druggists, &OcI large box, or by mail.
The Pale= -Toilet Co.. Doeton, Mal&
I W. N. U, MEMPHIS. NO. 36-1914.
Rifles For All.Kinds of Hunting.
Winchester rifles are not the choice of any on* special class,bus al an
latalticent sportsmen who go to the woods, the plains. or the
in quest of game. They are designed to handle all calibers andia
cartridges, to meat the requirements of all kinds of ahmoling, and can
be wonted on to shoot where they are pointed when the trtgrer Is plane&
lidlitchester rifles and Winchester cartridges are wade kr ma amoebas,.
FREI: Sari wise. and eaten. es • /woad seed howlers* marenerse seitabsea
einemesectege iRPSASNO WOWS OD.. • - - - et eve @Divine. sossiv
You Look Prematurely Old
ii sews)
Betoilutso of thoiset dirty, urrtarly, gray hairs.
. -
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THE JOHN DEERE WAGONS
Like all other "John Deere" Goods, they are
made from the VERY BEST MATERIALS. Nothi
ng
but select hickory and the very fin t grade oak,
are used in the gears.
SPLIT klICKORY AXLES., Double- Trwi,
and Neekyokis, Spokes, Hick and Or'- stubs
and Felloes, B Oak.
Wheels are s 'led in seed I' ..nd are proof
against moisture. Pus preof Huts and "tame of
them.
All made in the n Deere Way," which is a
guarantee that yo et t EST ONLY.
LET, US SHO YOU
BAKER & GLASGOW
A
who attended a Dutch lunch the Jackson were the
 contracting Roumania, 12,569: Bulgaria, Ser- 
for that fall
other rOght went home and had ,parties. The 
ceremony was via and Montenegro combined, 
Is Hell, But Happy. If Baby or Child-
The Horrors of War. formed at Blood Hi ver church,
  - near Buchanan, in which Mr.
Kansas City young map Kennett Vaughn and Miss Fay
have bad a falling out with the
Welakitarebits and the Swiss
Cheese is shot full of- hOlea.
This will make the Irish stew
and the English mustard hot,
and if the Russian Caviar sees
tEe French Pastry it may start
a Swiss movement watch. The
•• • ••
N. Cute...
P..u.11
You tto.
IltVer r.
I • = •
ii lltioS.r„;
4•. t 44..=
4.44,1 of.
I.U/1=11f= I., or = I Iii' 11==•• III
lilt 1.1;11 U.X rbiallia_
11 r.,1.4•01 U11,. Th===.fit ha
to •tiok to 'tow atocktn.te ttott.,1=•
PrfialIttriation Cu' 111=A II., •.
11,.= • on critirv114.4 4.04=44. ppl7
It In r.•...nyogi. N.. to, r.. *4=1.=
for Law, or 1114.R. ••1114 Ito Ir
ry TS•11" 1,L*11
Corn. c•1111, %oft
"111:TH• IT • !i t...1,1 by .1rur Chit.
e•cryWII-re, ' a 1...t Ile. or mrlit dl-
Sect by 1. r. A Cu.. Chit agO.
••••no.1
. r.1111Ion•_ /If
rp•-IT
==ly .v lakl• •
••...41:44;
I make a
ke IL
it to them, it No formal
 invitations will be
a military nightmare. He said by Rev. 
W. E. Morgan in 14,559: Greece, 58,208; Turkey.
dreamed he was reading war the grove near the 
spring in the 37,494. and Spain, 9,213. • 
Says a recent dispatch from and perma- I sent out
. If you have ever at-
..ispatc es, E. D. . says,, presenea- of many 
admiring 
Lexington: S. P. Anderson, he irritated i tende
d Bethel .Female College,
aed one which he remembered friends. - The bride is 
the beau- TAKE BOSON S AND 
. chief dispatcher of the Kentucky throat, lungs and a passages, this is meant as -a special, per-
vividly 
invitation to you. Make
daughter of D. C. Jackson and 
Traction & Terminal C,ompany 'Loosenis- Phlegm, is antiseptic
was this: 
. .
The Germans have taken Pils- is regarded as a belle of 
the  FEET was surprised today to receive a 
your plans at once to be prep-
net, and are now surrounding,community. The gr
oom is aI -- Taking calomel means staying 
i letter from his old friend, Harry -, . • . . colds. It surely prevents cold
t end fortifies the system against ,ent. You will meet old friends
and class-mates, and a hearty
Delicatessen, where the worst iii splendid gentleman
, a carpenter, home for the day--take DO- 
Morton, of Boston, who admitsi germs from getting a d. , ..
he is in Hell. The letter was as !welco
me awaits you. "-Special
expected. The Belgian Hares I by trade and a brother of
 Con-, son's.
i Guaranteed. Only 25c. at your
!tractor' Witt Vaughn, of this 
LiverT d s follows. - .
They will reside near 
"Hell, Norway, July 23, 1914. 
idruggist.
'city. 
day's work. If an attack of
Buchanan, where they .,are sur. 
S. P. Anderson, care constipation or biliousness hits __
rounded by many friends.-- Pa- 
Ken-
you. theres no need to take a 
i
Traction Office, Lexing- .
Mrs. 011ie James Arrives Home.
ris Parisian. 
, on, 3. Sir:t K • -Dear  I am in -  .
tacky
dose of calomel and spend at i New York, Aug. '31. - Three 
any member of the Committee
---   le
ast a day getting over the ef-I Hell, and, strangely enough, IatHoo
kinville Ky.
Acute Indigestion feets of it. Dale & Stubblefield 
thousand Americans arrived Sit- - - • • . .
like it. You may not be able to 
s ' 
Mrs. Lucian Davis, Chairman:
•
tary duty and manylof 1:theml
have gone forward to join thel
NI DIFFERENCE
armies. ' Including women and
children, there were 9,865,479,
foreign born in the United
States who came from natiosst
at war. That is about one-tenth.
of the entire population of the
United States.
The nations of the triple en-
tente and Belgium could call up-
on 792,068 of- their countrymen
In the United States for military
duty, while Germany and Aus•
tria-Hungary could call 650,962.
These unnaturalized foreigners
over 21 years were divided:
Great Britain and Ireland, 197,-
626-; Canada, *0,718; Russia and
Finland, 418,428: France, 16,.
;5, and Belgium, 8,691. On
the other side Germany had
127,103 and Austria - Hungary,-
523,859. In addition to these
the other- European nations
might call from the United
States men who have not been
naturalized here as follows.: It-
aly, 468,442: Switzerland, 10,-
338; Norway, 31,478; Sweden,
52,041; Denmark, 14,107; Hol-
land, 11,706; Portugal, 18,444:.
"I was annoyed for over a 
sell Dodson's Liver Tone,
ear by attacks of acute indiges- 
they '4 arantee takes
Spanish Onions are strong for a y. Um. followed by constipation." 
and sta
writes Mrs. M. J. Gallagher, (IV- [
.of cab.
er %%1 o
.
:maul). and if the Home Pre,
serves are called out and spread r Tone does all
neva, N. Y. "I tried everything! • 
Dodson's
over the German Noodles they .mel can do, !
that was recommended to me 
the goo at c
may Ketchup with the Navy 
.
• armless tea;
Beans, thereby causing- an up- -for-this- com
plaint 4aut-nething 
yet i absolutely
rising of the Brussel Sprouts. did me much g
ocd uatti about " g 
people-and old. It is a i
pleasant tasting vegeta. • liquid
The Germans have seized an four mo
nths ago I saw Chem- .that willrelieve cons ipa' In or
berlain's Tablets apla-ertised and
procured a battle of them from 
sour stomach or other troubles,
our druggist. I soon realized 
that go along v-ith a lazy liver,
that I had gotten4he right thing ' 
without restriction of habit or
for they helped aate at once. 
diet. You don't leave off any
Since taking two bottles of them 
of the things you regularly -do
I can eat heavily without any 
when you take Liver Tone. .
bad areal- Sold br all 
--deal-1_ A large bottle of Dodson's
;Liver Tone sells for 51 cents.
'Get the genuine and if you are
May Take Million Men From U. S. 
. not pleased with it the druggist,
from whom -you bought it will
Washimiton, Aug. 31. - Ap- 
sgnilvieleN..our rnmey back with a'
proximately one and one-half
American corset factory in Dus-
sel-dorf, and will now be able to
present a straight front to the
er-Kansas City Star.
  - -
Diarrhoea Quickly Cured.
"My attention was first called
to Chamberlain's Col.ic, Cholera
aed Diarrhoea Remedy as much
as twelve years ago. At that
time I was -seriously ill with
summer camplaint. One dose of
this reined; checked the trou-
ble," write: Mrs. C. W. Fier-
ence, Roesrtield, Ind. For sale
by all deale-s.
Vaaglui-Jackson.
era.
The beef is Hen the Sam As Eve-
rywhere.
Foe those who seek relief
from kidney backache, weak
kidneys, bladder ills, Doan's
kidney Pills offer hope of re.
lief and the proof is here in
Murray the same as everywhere.
Murray people have used Doan's
anti Murpay people recommend
Doan's, the kidney remedy used
in America for, fifty years.
Why suffer: 4 Why run the risk
of dangerous kidney ills fatal
Bright's disease. Here's Mur-
ray proof. Investigate it.
11. B. Miller, Miura
say!: "We-still use D
ney Pills fa
that they do a
You are at lii
useing my f
of this rem
K
n's Kid-
y and find.
d of good,
y continue
er endorsement
v."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy
--get Doan's Kidney Pills-the
same that Mr. Miller recommend.
-Foster - Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
resignation is to take effect tbe I Use iliets
v 
Corns
fourth Sunday in September,
but as Mr. Savage's vacation
period has arrived, he delivered _
his final lermon last night. its ths New Way, 
aad You'll Forges
In tendering his resignation 
You Ever 1101 Carus
Mr. Savage said he has done his Ott"Meglijirl41.%11-71.tni Vf4
:-.?"da ecu'll ,
,duty without fear or favor and the 
not; 440un .in, of 1,4" :1Tt: !1'." Om
b.
has "declared the whole counsel • IT 4 11. rn If -.7trt:ci:11. • of "ttU't 1111.4-'lltnnt It
of God." He pointed out the
need of greater earnestness and
sincerity in the. church. Mr.
Savage said had he followed his
own mind he would have re.
signed several months ago, bat
he had remained in an effort to
patch up the differences. "The
patches have worn off" he said.
. Friends of Mt. Savage not ex-
pecting his decision, evinced
much emotion yesterday and ex-1
pressed their ssrrow at his de-
parture.-Padtkah Sun.
Stop That First Fall Cough
Check your fall cough or cold.
at once-don't wait- it may lead
to serious lung trouble, weaken,
your vitality, and Ldevelo a
a but-
ar-lloney
c lung ailment.
Bell's Pin
pure
el
harmless
Shrivel, Vanish!
ehro
tie of
to-day. it
--use it
cough or cold
ren are sic gi%
will relie quic
nently, It Booths
place
ich -I rmo' this place on the map, be- 
ur ay 0
a lazy
Lcause it is a very small town•in
the. northern part of Norway. 
White Star liners Olympic and
Adriatic. Among the pa:sen- 
ginia Williamson and Mrs. Joe
Miss Fannie Baker, Miss Vir-
er-effects. isn't at all like the place you 
gers was IlitterVIV* James, a•ife'[
Garnett, Committee.
- • -
rates on the rail real may be
secured on account of the Pen-
nyroyal Fair which will be in
progress at that time. Address
of the United ''States senators See Lt
think it is; the temperature is 
. It ck for .guaran-
delightful, the people -here are 
from Kentucky."-ne was in oats.teed wintssr
and graenue and. there
,_ Berlin the day before war
-Isind- 4-S - ---
no brimstone in the air. And so 
declared:
iffre I arnsin Hell, because they
are building railroads up here in
Norway, and you knew its my
business to give railroad men,r a
lift. You probably never knew
of another man who went to hell
of his own accord. And so while
lam in Hell it is only for a short
time. Selfill  I'll be back."
The "Little Virginia Risto-
crats," at the 8pera house Fri-
day evening, September 4. "So
aristocratic, they're quite ecst-
atic, and they're somewhat dern-
--- • • 
Home Coming at B. F. C.
was 
WAKES UP
A great "Home Coming" is
being planned to take place at
the Bethel 'Female College, Hop-;
kinsville. Ky.,--on Wednesday '
September, ;loth,. Nintsen four-
teen. At this time every stu-
dent -ever enrolled -at the College -
is earnestly requested and urged
to be present. During the past Lax:
sixty odd years many women
have had their-training at Beth-
el, and it is hoped that there
--- will be many representativ
es
ocratic." Watch for the street
million unnaturalized foreigners Rowland Divorce Case Clei Over. 
present feom all the classes, and
- -parade.
more than 21 years old, natives , - 
in addition to this that there
of warring European nations,' Among the many of divorce 
Prof. dimmietJones and wife will he a large number of those
are in the UnitediStates accord- eases tried here in Ifie Chancery 
are at home from a several who have attended the College
ing to the latest ;reports of the court which concluded last Sat- 
weeks stay in Chicago where from time to time during all the
On last Sunday at 11 o'clock a censu: bureau. Most of -those urday, was the case of 
Seldon they took a
 special summer
marriage c tn wa; --per- undotibted'y:arceliable to Mill- A. Rowland versus Mrs. Row
- course in the C
hicago Universi-
land. This suit was begun on tYs
Thursday of last wet k, but was
not completed and will he brought .
Pleasure
"One of the het reasons will-I-would not he
without telephone Service." writes a Georgia far-
mer; -is the pleasure it,0'es my wife and the
knowledge that while I yo away, she has the pro-
tection that the teleplurte gives."
On the farm thc telephone dispels loneliness
and is the means el bringing_ Ilelp in any enter-
goner that lifirktirise. _
If u haven't a te1eph6ne on yout farm see
the nearei Ad' Telephone Manager or write for
our free booklet ant-trarrr -how tittle this service-
costs., .
- .
FARMEAS'. LINE DEPARTMENT
Cumberland 'Telephone
and Telegraph Company
iNC011100-RATID; '
FARM DEPARTMENT, PADVCAMp KY.
court set for November. - Ray, died at her home just east
i The Rowlands resided prior to of Hazel. Wednesday afternoon
theirseparation cinike.statc line following an illness Of complica-
between Puryear:and Hazel. In tions. She was about 76 years
his suit Rowland charges his of age and is survived by a
wife with infidelity and asks for daughter, Mrs. ,foe Dunn. and
a divorce and:the possession of three sons, 4:-d, Emmett and
the property, which amounts to Tobe Ray. Burial occurred at
a considerable sum. Car Hill is Liberty Thursday afternoon. ---
named in the petition _by the Hazel News. --
husband. The case has created
-• • •• -
and Piotection large interest in.the community- 
.Rizay'? Billow': Constipater. s
' where the parties reside and Dr. King's New Lift Pills will
a healthy., flow
waste and 
your 
' 
stomach 
r-
Poiaistnosm. ach mi-Thae
Lu/ 
eaeral sy s-
! etc.', try intment 5ne' tern. First due wavare you of
at all drug stores, that depressed, dizzy, bilious
I Swelling of the flesh. L....__, and constipated condition. 2:-.
by inflamation. cOld.-fiticl.nreuvus:at all druggists.
i'Of th-e-&-ttie, -tacit hache. neurili • Itenigisa- Owed Peskin*.
gia or rheumatism ea
lieved by Implying Bsibiziit
SNOW LINr 1•1
be well rubbed i
s
Mts. Ray Dead.
-
;quite a crowd ,of :people from
;Hazel and Murray attended the
:trial.- Paris Parisian.
1 For any.itchin 'the skin,
cure you, cause
of Bile and rids
and Bowels of
menting
are a Tonic to Nor 
• for skin shes(5.chap.--pimples, Liver an i tone
re-
LARD'S As a Sequel to the "enairoi-
. It should merit" in the Tenth Street Chris-
et.' the part tian church: the Rev. Willis!
orffeeted. Its great healing and Savage, whO has served as nag-
penetrating power (INV, tittestryr pf- that church for t years,
pain.- 'S&L* &WAVY* Ow& re-4,reemittetd his resignation At the'-
stores natural cssidition.s. • Price, conclusion of. his sermon entitl I
125.e, 50e .and TI'.01), per bottle.* ed "I Have Fought the Gond:
Sold by Dalt & Sttitbltffeld, Fight." Sunday morning. His
years who did not graduate.
Liv-'er-Lax puts the liver in
-tone to perform its proper func-
tionsLgiving new life, new vigor
and strength to the entire sys-
tem. Read what _a __prominent_
Texas farmer writes of -Lir-Ver.
of a di:ea,
described h
sYnlatoms of
ach and Liver
suiting comp
mead its u
The local member:, of the Alum -H. Br
ear Association have the matter ii-eass••
in charge, and they are arrant- A harmless vegetable compaund
log a delightf& program
. guaranot.d to relieve all liver
Up again at the special tern-of' Mrs. Eliza Ray, wife of Jim' Iris re:Tested-
that every .one troubles: wonderful. quick 3r.d
happy in results, having no nau-
seating, weakening effects like
calomel. Sold in ;-)0c. and $lasbot-
ties. Buy from druggists or--
from Lebanon Co Operative Med-
icine Company. Lebanon, Tenn.
April 7, 1914.
"I take pleasure in saying fsr
publication that by the use f
ured
rrectly
ecognized
ness, Stom-
ouble, and re-
ons and corn-
to all sufferers. J.
A. I ain, V,. it-
x I have been
which is
the
expecting to- attend. the Home
C.)ming will notify That Com-
mittee at Ile earliest possible
Tamen!. noflater than the twen-
tieth. Entertainment will be
furnished all those who attend.
KEEPS YOUR HOME -
FRESH atd:CLE -AN
4%11%. Vili1C711r 
Zi.......1 ., riliatill
9 Combination Pricumaticf$to "16*"eeper ,
- -•
-1,14 IS Swiftly-5ipine, racv-Runnii4 IIIINTLEV Sweepeas
a clean: without raisint-clust, an4 it the sane ttme picks up
pins, lint, eavelinits, et'.,, in ONE OPERATION. Its vase
makes iweep,nt a simple • quickly finished.* It reaches, ,
e'en the most difficult pl and eliminates tbe necessity'
r‘I mo‘ mg and lifting•41 hea% immure.
. .
Th.:I a:teed: La......7:::chats:e: 01. the
*mat, cn. evh.....y frbef troll% Broom
rite.). mg !Leash V,'4 Pls.' r operlred dui • urriy guar
ze-
ithimiticy ' ;he Pirigke•r 4.1 Priem aurtlaert -
lig crsmb.ntl.nn of the rneurnse,c S.,,•1 Nmnie &J
ant.td in l'u‘l1k • VI= 1='=n1 "."I ...• "1" "(t
ihe."DemayBay•
.f 
a-alialal-ol '11•11f 1,I44,' at ••• p•estac,
• Wed. *ode, Ie. t..• .........14•• - "
onve-F wen, ht.me, large for'
Aro and picot-cit..* from
AGSMS u. aNlit•
putiniT PPIEU IIIA 1K SW!' Ptlt co
mist SO -11". P•TE S. tidt-mzeo.
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